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CHAPTER V

RELATIONS BETWEEN DOLLARS,

DAMAGE.

DISUTILITY AND RECOVERY

An ii.lportant abstract concept used repeatedly in this study Is that
of social disutility. For our purposes, this notion can probably best be
defined operationally in terms of a decision process, to allow one to
deal with different kinds of value or different kinds of damage on the
same footing.* One logical index of social utility, at least at the margin, is obviously money (dollars).
Evidently money is the abstract unit
which has naturally evolved in most societies to play precisely the required role:
in modern Western civilization the free market classically
fulfills the function of a continuous automatic decision-process for
settIng "margin exchange rates" between diverse values.
The market place
put!, a price on such diverse "commodities" as life or health insurance,
,capons for defense or murderers for hire, learning, and aesthetic
satisfaction.
While the things themselves are inconparable, their
prices can be compared easily and (in some restricted sense) meaningfully.
Even at the margin we know there are some Irrational and distorting
influenres on the peacetime "free'
market, as for example "stimulated
demand" and advertising, some of the dictates of fashion, effects of graduated taxation of incomes (and numerous loopholes), subsidies, protective
tariffs, monopolistic or restrictive practices by either management or
labor, etc. The existing cost-price structure would be greatly altered,
and perhaps in practice further distorted as well, if a nuclear attack
should take place; relative price levels (e.g. of fcrd vs. luxuries)
would probably change markedly, and possibly to some extent irrationally
(at first), since the free market would certainly not operate at normal
efficiency even if it were not suspended by government intervention.
Thus
prewar dollar value is an imperfect measure of utility, while actual postwar dollar value would be still less perfect as an Index (though probably
adequate for many purposes), even If it were calculable.
However, even with these drawbacks the prewar dolla valu of a piece
of land which implicitly includes factors such a., proximity to transportation and markets, taxes, cost of local labor, etc., Is likely to be a
more relevant approximation to its "real" value than a technical calculation,e.g. of potential yield of energy (edible C.alorles).
In the postwar context, of course, the prewar dollar valbe would have to be modified
to take account of altered relationships (fallout on the land, transportation systems destroyed, markets destroyed).
But again, most of the
effects of these hypothetical events on dolla' value are incalculable in
advance.
We shall, in this report, sometimes use the prewar dollar value
*There

is a useful analogy with constitutional

riqhts:

legal "rin!

often have no operational meaning until a process for determining their
prtctical applicdbility ;5 aibo defined, i.e. the civil courts.
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of goods and services (GNP) as an index--not, however, taking it too
seriously--for purposes of exposition in what follows. An approach to
the development of other indices (in particular, postwar GNP) will be
expounded later.
it must be conceded that dollar-value is itself a somewhat elusive concept.
The "value of a dollar" is related Fn some complex fashion both to
The dollar value
gross national wealth and to annual gross national product.
of fixed national assets such as land, structures and machinery are, in turn,
determined by supply and demand under the conditions that assets (or shares
Should either prethereof) are widely distributed and actively exchanged.
requisite, wide distribution or exchangeability, be altered, the nominal
For example, if 90% of th*. land of CONUS were entailed
value would change.
in unbreakable trusts (as in Hawaii) the value of the residual, transferable
The effect of widespread Sr-90 contamination might
10% would rise sharply.
be superficially similar, e.g. a rise of price ("value") for the remaining
Clearly the non-exchangeable fraction should not be valued at the
land.
In the foregoing example it is perhap,: obvious that if the value
same rate.
of exchangeable land is inflated, then non-exchangeable land ought to be disNevertheless, the
counted (in a hypothetical census of postattack wealth).
full extent of anplicabitlity of this principle is not self-evident.
The following table taken from Kahni summarizes the wealth uf the U.S.
The figures for 1965 would be about 25% larger (2.5 trillion).
as of 1958.*
TABLE 5-I
WEALTH OF THE UNITED STATES
(billions of dollars)
Structures:
Residential
Private (non-residential)
Government (civilian)
Institutional
Government (military)

455
235
200
30
20

940
Equipment:
Producers durables (non-farm)
Consumer durables
Military eaulpment
Producers durables (farm)

205
200
60
20
485

Inventories:
Business (non-farm)
Farm
Government (CCC and strategic)

115
30
30

175
Land,

forests, and subsoil

-rn-rt
.7

TOTAL:

375

07C

I,975ý

"*An extension of estimates as of the end of 1958 compiled by the National
Bureau of Economic Research.

Does not include consumer non-durables (45),

The assets which contribute most directly to production are producers
durables, manufacturing ,tructures, and some fraction of business invenOf course, not all
tories and land--perhaps $400 to $500 billion in all.
ai this is ac,'iially at risk of physical destruction, but on the other hand.
sr-ve part of what survives--while physically intact--may gain or Iose in
value, ds remarked above, because of altered conditions of ownership distribution or exchangeability.
We carnot, unfortunately, elucidate this
beyond
pointing
out
that the problem exists.
question much
and disutility should perhaps be ultimately related
Although utility
to a concrete tnit of measure such as money or GNP, it is important to
recognize the
the relationship is not simply linear.* As a metaphorical
and a measure of value defined at the margin,
description of how disutility
such as dollars, might be related, one might make the Intuitively reasonable
suppositior: that it is about a. easy (or difficult) to double a GNP of $100
Looking at It another way, losing
billion as it is to double $1 billion.

50r/, of a fortune is not as disastrous as losing 99)%, even though the dollar

In the first case the loss can
losses in the two cases may be the same.
be recouped by a single doubling; in the second cz.se the residue must be
If it takes a fixed time to double a given
doubled about 6-1/2 times.
amount of money, the second case ;s about 6-1/2 times "worse" if we choo•i
to measure "better" or "worse" in terms of the length of time needed to recoup.
The following is also suggestive:
monetary metals (25), or foreign assets (30).
the value of all publicly traded shares of stock in corporations with 300 or
nmore stockholders (6724 corporations) in January 1965 was $647,676,000. 2 Thib
figure overestimates to the extent that it counts more than once the value of
shares of companies which are owned by other companies. On the other hand ;t
underestimates to the extent that it omits small businesses, partnerships and
closely held companies.
".A relation which r.:ighly expresses how one might feel about the re-

lationship between daiviage and disutility is the following: suppose that
the ratio of a fractional change in disutility to an Increment of damage
is inversely proportional to the undamaged residue, and therefore approxim•ately proportional to the cumulative fraction of damage already sustained.
The statement reads:
AU

l

0
0 for small 0,

,,here ;J stands for disutility and 0 stands ,or fractional damage (%).

Expressing the increment as differentials and Integrating, we obtain

U = -Tln(I-D), where T is a constant of proportionality.
In (jraphic form we have the dashed line in Figure !.4 which increases, at
However, the disutilfir',t, at a slower rate than the fractional damage.
ity increases faster and faster and approaches infinity as the level of destruction approaches O1%.
Thib rplation is qualitatively in accord with our intuitive expec:a-

tions, arid we could, perhaps, make a case for ralsing it to the status of
a definition of disutility.

The principal objection is that it

is Ad hoc -;

it does not take any account of the percci-ed connection between disutility
and the recovery process.

HI -518-RP
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Implicit in this metaphor is an assumption that recovery occurs at
a fixed constant rate, depending only on the size of the surviving base.
In such a description the recovery process would be essentially analogous
to compound interest Sirowth or cellular multiplication.
It may be worthwhile looking more clusely at the three tentative
nnmely (I) that our
propositions which appear in the above two paragri'phs:
a rough proporleast
at
implies
understanding of the concept of disutility
t;onality to recovery time, (2) that recovery is analogous to growth, and
(3) that growth is adequately described in terms of compound interest.
The metaphor supplied a
point is a question of choice.
The first
in
justification for considering it to be reasonable to define disutility
For the pre3ent, therefore, we define d!3utility
terms of recovery time.
as the unrepaired damage (expressed by some convenient measure) integrated
over time and connected by some, as yet unspecitied, forward discount factor.
The validity of an analogy be:•...en rcoverý and growth (from a reduced
base) can be better evaluiteJ hi looking at two alternative cases:
(i) compound
(ii) organism

intcre,,t
t'o%.,h.

(ci:lltl ar ,ntl-,iiplication),

recocery) is based on a uniform rate
case, qrmtul (i...
In the first
wii,..r' D represents initial damage.
I-D,
v
C
capit~l.
base
a
of increase of
case, tends to be simply exponenth;s
in
As can easily be vcrified, groitt.
As a recovery metaphor,
Figure5.i).
there is no natural limit (see
tial;
to, is -limply a temporary setback, and after
;he damage sustained at tiri,,,,
tht: "economy" regains its former
a finite time, T (where T = -lr.(I-D),
level and continues to expana.
In biological systems, by contrast, qrowth tends to be self-limiting,
whence the rate of increase is proportional, not to th.e capital C, but to
the difference between C and the ideal ma<imum corresponding to maturity
or full growth (normali7od to unity>. Gro.th, or recovery, is assumed to
follow an exponential law, but capital increases at a decelerating rather
The nearer to the normal state the system apthan an accelerating rate.
proaches, the less effective are the feedback, mechanisms. stch as producA
tion of hormones or antibodies, causing corrections (see Figrire 5.2).
Compound
slightly different differential equation describes this model.
interest type growth--as in cancerous ti!.,ue--can be considered as a special case where the controlling feedback mechanisms fall to operate.
growth to maturity, or ecosystem
A better model would treat organi,
(irowth to "climax," not vcrely in terms of generalized feedback mechanisms,
When this kind of
but in terms of the actual ccnstraints in operation.
",1odel is used, the growth curve is seen to resul' 1,-om the interaction of
several dynamic forces, e.g. reptoduction rate versus ('-a'h rate (involving
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FIGURE 5,1
ECONOMY (COMPOUND INTEREST) OR CELLULAR MULTIPLICATION
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paresitis.n, predation, starvation, etc.),
constrained by an intrinsic limit.

rather than as a single dynamic

We know from experience that economic growth is not particularly well
described by (i) except during relatively short periods, and there is correspondingly little reason to believe such a model would describe economic
recovery adequately in most circumstances. The model fails to take into
account the fact that an economy is highly structured and compartmentalized
and is subject to many self-limiting mechanisms, such as requirements for
increasingly scarce basic raw materials and energy sources. The highly
compartmentalized and structured 'network." apect of the industrial economy seems more
e,lt to many analysts than the "compound interest" aspect. (Compartmt.,ta!Ization is, of course, the basic assumption of "inputoutputl' approaches.) To this extent, the second case (ii) might describe
the true situation better. Another point of similarity between the actual
industrial economy ard the sellf-iiriiting equilibrium growth model is that
recovery and repair mnec-hanisms (including psychological factors) are, in
fact, somewhat dependernt on the fractional amount of the damage or departure
from the preattack "equilibrium."
Recent European and Japanese history
attests the fact that people often work harder and more efficiently to recover from a setback than they do to secure normal growth. Repair of
partially damaged facilities is easier and cheaper than new construction
from scratch. Moreover, even reconstruction is easier than new growth because many intangibles such as "memoryV." skill and knowledge still exist
and mistakes, once made, need not be repeated.
However, recovery--whether
of organisms, ecosystems or econonies--appears to be different from selflimiting growth in some important ways.
For example, the asymptotic
approach to an equilibrium level as illustrated by (ii)
is even less characteristic of econom!c recovery than it is of normal growth. There is a
"tailing-off" of growth rate, to be sure, but it is probably attributable
to the fact that the high-leverage repa;r or reconstruction projects tend
to be carried out first, as far as possible, and to the fact that a "cisis"
level of mobilization (e.g. of labor) cannot be maintained indefinitely
once the emergency has passed.
People understandably tend to relax their
efforts somewhat as normalcy is approached. Analogous behavior can be
seen in the case of organisms and ecosystems.

"*An example of asymptotic growth might be a population of single cell
organisms living in a pond and limited by a shortage of some element, e.g.
phosphorus. As dissolved phosphorus became rarer and rarer, it would take
longer and longer for a cell to accumulate enough phosphorus to permit it
to divide into two.

-

q i-

-

HI-rO18-RR
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FIGURE 5.3
(iii)
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See Appendix G
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A third approachi, which can be gi,.',e ý;ome intuitive justification, is
to treat the economy as though it were, in fact, a network consisting simply
of junctions and ;nterconnections which can be rank-ordered in terms of
multiplicity (or "value").
See F'qures 11,
3, 5.4, and Appendix G.
As charactorized above, tO:e r,,mudo is highly abstract and, at best, it
would be applicable only to certain asprcts of an industrial economy.
However, a case can be made that the most vulnerable parts of an economy are
its distr;bution networks:
electric power transmission lines, water, oil
and gas pipelines, roads, railroads and canals.
The reason Is that damage
at a few points can make the whole of such a system inoperative; by the
same token, repairing the damaged sections restcres the whole.
Thus both
the disutility of damage (and the utility of repair) are out of proportion
to the degree of damage or the cost of the restorations.
The assumption that the junctions are destroyed and subsequently repaired, in order of importance, implies that targeting and recovery policies
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FIGURE 5.4J
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are rational, which may not be the case. Of course, in reality, many tarSimigets might be hit more or less simultaneously* rather than in order.
larly, when ;t romes to recovcry,m-any repair projects are typically undcrtaken simultaneously, since there 2s a limit to the mobility of laboor Ind
to the amount of labor which can be usefully employed on a particular job.
Despite these constraints, however, we suggest that there is always likely
to be a selection of alternative possible uses for surviving resources and
that they can be rank-orde-ed according to economic or political priorities.
The "network" model is evidently a very imperfect description of
reality, although possibly more general than it first appeors to be.
Rather
than ""iunctions" we can speak of alternative uses (i.e. investments) for
surviving resources.
The major hypothesis, tVierefore, is thAt these alternatives can be assigncd utilities in a rarnk-ordered harmonic series. This
is suggested, though weakly, by the genera! applicability of the so-called
Yule distribution and the particula. relation for cities ooserved by Zipf.
A mathematical analysis of the model is rese!rved for Appendix G.
We still
require operationa! def'nitions of "capital" C and damage D.
The word "capital" was appropriate fo, the compound interest model, but is
probably inappropriate for the other models, partic-ularly the network repair case.
What is clearly meant is Productive capability as distinct, for
A pipeexample, from initial investment or (preattack) replacement value.
line broken at cw,,;
place is as unproductive as no pipeline at all. The
effectively zero unless there is a prevalue of the undamaged -ections is
sumption that repairs will be made and production will resume,
This presumption is normally automatic and requir.s no detailed justification. However, in the aftermath of a large-scale nuclear attack the presumption
becomes moot.
Even though activity may be intense and rebuilding may be
quite rapid, if damage is sufficiently extensive some intrinsically reparable
facilities will not actually be repaired.
The reason is simply that processes of Ceterioration and obsolescence continue--the rate may even be abnormally high--and some capital assets which could have been easily repaired
if labor and resources were available immediately would have to be much more
extensively overhauled or completely replaced if the occasion is long delayed.
In a postattack situation where resources were too limited to undertake
all repair or reconstruction projects simultaneously, the preattack balance
of values between initial investment and repair costs would be drastically
altered.
Even substantialiv undamaged facilities with no immediate prospects
of restoration to productive status would lose much of their preattack value,
while the cost of repairs could be expected to skyrocket (at least in a free
*•Or the enemy strategy might well not be to inflict maximum damage but
to denonstrate will, increase risk, or punish a provocation at an appropriate
level.
Priorities for recovery could st;l,
however, be allocated according
to some kind of rank-ordering principle.
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rarket. * Thus, preattack asset value Is an unreliable Index of postattack
value, as has been remarked carlier. For this reason it Is preferable to
let productive capital, C, be a measure only of actual production of goods
and services (GNP).
In hypothetical cases of extremely great damage one must take into
account the fact that not all economic activity is potentially app!icable
to repair and rebuilding.
Some portion of GNP, as literally construed,
consists of basic goods and services which are (more or less) immediately
and locally consumed, i.e. subsistence production.
In peasant societies
where there is comparatively little commercial activity and little use for
money, GNP calculations tend to be unreliable because It is difficult to
assign meaningful monetary values, e.g. to food grown and consumed by
a family.
In a hignly developed economy where money Is widely used, it
is possible to estinute the approximate fraction of over-all effort that
goes into such activity, as long as the proportion is sufficiently small
that, if the same or equivalent goods and services were bought and sold
for money, one could be confident that the price structure would be relatively unaffected.
The problem arises when the fraction which is not reflected by monetary transactions becomes large: GNP, In this case, is no
longer a .ll-defined concept.
U.S. GNP consists
At the present timc, probably of the order of lof
of goods and services for which money is neither paid nor earned.** After
an attack, however, the percentage might rise to substantial levels, particularly in the area of food production ,ýnd shelter. We need a measure
which would be unaffected by suh a change, i.e. one which explicitly excludes economic activities devoted to subsistence.
Not only would such a
measure be less ambiguous than GNP, gjr se, but it would also come closer
to indicating the scope of "surplus" economic activity applicable to recovery and repair:
C =

HP - Subsistence] after 7
£GNP - Subsistence] before

[GNP - Subsistence) after.
GNP before

D - I-C.
There is a new area of potential ambiguity in the definition of subsistence. Clearly, subsistence activities more or less coincide with agricijlture, although much agriculture is not In the subsistence category
and some subsistence activities are non-agricultural.
Moreover, there is
ffThls kind of economic situation historically has seemed to favor basic
producers and Liconventional, uninhibited, middlemen at the expense of traditional end-users and distributors. Typically there is a considerable redistribution of wealth at such times into the hands of "carpet-bzggers,"
"spiv's,"1 or black-marketeers who are In a position to take advantage of
the opportunities.
It could be argued, of course, that such people perform,
a useful (even essential) social service.
6r;Homegrown (and eaten) food; foraging for fish or game; payment in kind
for services; barter trade; fuel gathered frrt, fore~ts; crude, home-made
shelters; etc. This estimate still excludes some large iteons such as home
improvements., doiec.tc labor by housewives, and the like.
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no unanimity--perhaps not even wide agreeinent--as to what a subsistence
standard of livinc actually entil.s.
We propose to 5ttle the uuiissLion
arbitrarily, if perhaps somewhat unsatisfactorily, by identifying the
"113ubsistence"1 sector of an economy as the ("'.)
value of agriculture production plus food imports, if any.
There are many phenomena which are not predicted or explained by any
simplistic model such as the ones that have been considered here.
For example, while social and political factors are hard to assess, it Is clear
that they will influence the distutility curve.
One complication arises
from inherent characteristics of the social steucture, which is capable
of effectively mobilizing resources (in terms of morale, a sense of purpose, etc.) towards recovery from moderate Pmounts of damage.
On the
other hand, when the damage is so great that the existing structure is
inappropriate to hanc~le the problems, a social reorganization may become
necessary for recovery to take place.
Such a shake-up will be reflected
in terms of redefineid objectives and citeria
for action and a more appropriate structure.
The impositior o,' -rice control or rationing might be
a low-level example of stich a d;sccntinuity.
At a higher level of damage,
martial law, or "disaster socialism," might be required; at still
higher
levels, a reversion to local autonomy or even subsistence farming and complete decent,- lizac ion of authoric might be the only means of survival.
The details of thesc ronj, turr .. 2re urimprtant here, since they are onl,
intended to illustrate limitations of our mocels.
As wfll appear in due course, the economlc inputs to this study,
especially, have not yet reached a degree of sophistication which would
fully justify the effort one would have to expend on a detailed mathematical
disutility model (see, however, Apperdix G) by permitting us to carry the
implied calculations through to the point of comparin3 the disutilitles of
various attacks under various postulated assumptions with regard to CD programs, countermeasures and so forth
One major point emerges, however,
which is worth emphasizing here: to date the importance of the fundamental
concept of a non-linear relationship between attack damage and resulting
disutility has not been fully appreciated in damage assessment or damagelimiting studies.
This point c;iefnot be fully substantiated without taking
lengthy quotes from generally classified sources, but people familiar with
the relevant documents may reccgnize the truth of the statement.
It is
standard practice in all such studies with which we are familiar to calculate
trade-offs, e.g. between active and passive defense costs and offense costs,
in terms of pro-war dollars.
Any such calculat'on implicitly presumeis a
linear relation between damage aria disutility. 3 In some cases, the assumptior.
even appears explicitly.
For example, the 1964 NORAD damage-limiting study
assumes that utility Is essentially a linear function of surviving population
after an initial "threshold."
The same study also assumes a purely military
criterion for assigning utility, i.e., in terms of contribution to winning
the war: this point is worth remembering in connection with our subsequent
4
discussion of the "criteria" problem.
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The foregoing remarks about disutility are severely restricted in
their applicability by being palpably "one-dimensional." They are meaningful only if one is talking about a specific kind of capital or value, e.g.,
(total) GNP. In reality, of course, one expects situations where total GNP,
population, agricultural production, etc., would all suffer in different
proportions and would recover at different rates following an attack, Thus
a multi-dimensional definition imp';es some sort of functional combination
of single-dimensional disutilitles, ;,e.:
0 a Ao0 o+

Al 01 +A2

02 + • • •

A complete definition would also have tL specify the relative weightIng factors (or "coefficients") to be assigned to each dimension.
The
choice depends on personal attituces about the relative importance of
various kinds of damage, a., aell "! assuinptonrb and theories about how
recovery depends on various trade-offs.
Obviously, different individuals
would have differenc criteria fcr making choice. and wouln therefore end
up with different wcrking definitions for disutility.
Although there is clearly an idiK.'ni..ratic. aspect to the problem, oie
cannot abdicate at thi5 point by say'n(i that jny choice is as good as any
other. On the other hand, one can
ral ,ai
primacy for one's personal
choice of criteria for making the neces-ry c!oices.
It does seem wý'rthwhile, however, to analyze the criteria problem briefly, by taking note of
the kinds of intellectual positions which people may have and to see how

these might be correlated with other variables.
Among the basic viewpoints, eac' ,rle oi which every person rnay be
thought of as possessing in some degree, art the following:
Attitude Clusters
Sociological-Psychologic-3

Criteria fur Defining Disutiliiy
The extent to which "societal" vilues are
preserved.
Civil liberties, civil rights,
oemocracy,

ethics and murality, etc.

Economic-Demographic

?ipulation, GNP,

Military

The extent to which it is possible to
threatcn and/or use force in behalf of
natiunal objectives--war production, manpower, stockpiles of critical resources, etc.

Nationalist

The :xtent to which "nationhood" is preserved,
territorial integrity, national lanquage,
autonioy, sense of nationality or "miss!on."

Technocratic

The extent to wnich lono-term physical and

MVA, capital assets, etc.

intellkctual resources aio preserved:

food,

enerqy sources, basic metals, soil, water,
etc. , ls(. bSok,, machines, specialists, etc.

-
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Personal-Familiai-Humanitarian

The extent to which individuals suffer
personally or vicariously from pain, illness, deprivation, Injury, etc.

Ecological

The extent to which human survival as a
biological species is compromised oy disturbing the balance of nature.

It is obvious, of course, that t&ese abstractions taken Individually do
not describe the attitudes of real people. Almost everyone would put at least
some weight on every on. of these criteria. Homwver, the rank order of importance which various people would assign to them would be radically different.
pa,.lflst worker for the American Friends Service Committee
For example,
might be most conerned about sociological-psychological or humanitarian
criteria, and least concertied about military and nationalistic ones (without
On the other hand, many military officers might reverse
being unpatriotic).
The average
the order of priority (without being totalitarian or Inhumane).
businessman or intellectual would probably focs on economic-demographic
criteria first, followed perhaps by sociological-psychological or technological
criteria.
With relatively few exceptions (e~g. pacifists), most people in the U.S.
would assert that none of the criteria are unimportant or should be neglected
in choosing a policy. As a justification of this widespread notion that, in
sow;ie sense, all criteria are equal but one or two are "more equal" than the
others, the most likely response would be something along 0he lines of "if
you take care of A, then B, C, D, E and F will eake care of themselves."
Thus, one man might argue that if the country recovers economically after
an attack, we need not worry overmuch about societal values, military weakness, etc. Another wiil say that as long as the country survives with territory,
autonomy, sense of nationhood,and spirit of free enterprise intact, then all
the rest will followTo the extent that ;t i• necessary to make an explicit choice, ours will
be to, use economic criteria, while recognizing that other choices exist. Policy
decision-makers will, in any case, generate their own criteria on the basis of
intelligence, relevAnt experience, cultural background, religious conviction,
intuition and mature judgment rather than analysis.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTEXT AMC RANGE:

EXTREME CASES

1. EICAaectiLL
we have made some general and, hmep'ully. illuminating coimments about
the relationship betweer~ damage and disutility. it remains to be shown,
howev.er,. now the preceding discussion is applicable to the specific issue
of environmental damage.
Theoretically, en~vironmental problems might be considered on their
owni terms, i.e. one might define disutility in terms of what happens to
"the balance of nature" 'assoiming this could be expressed quantitatively).
This approach makes sense roughly to the extent that mankind can be cansidered as a creature of nature--one wing hundreds of thousands of competing U~fe forius--depending un a vact numoer of delicate interrelationships
between occupants of different niches" in the world ecosystem. It would
be particularly appropriae to look at the problem in this way ;f it could
be shown convincing~y that ecologica. upsets might seriously affett the
prospects fer human surviv3l.
It would be unwise to prejudge thiiý issue, since much of zie discussion of environmental problems of nuclear war, to date, have revolved
around th~s area of uncertainty.
On t.'ie other hand, to the extent tha- mankind is independent of his
environment--or is capable of modifying it on his own terms--the approseem to be &iteconomlc one. That is,
priate criterion of disutility .ol
natute to his own ends,
controlling
cmanipu'ating
if man i5 capable of
then one must focus on Lhe economi.c cotts of doning so 'ina postat tack
situation. UI-irAtely, the discv~3sion1 must, in this cast, revert to a
considerat'#x, o~f ti~e influence of envircwwental damage on a su;*table index of e.-aciic productivily such as "surplos" GNP.
Ulti~wtriv. .4-o-ther man remains vaster of his destiny,, vis-1-viz mature, after 4 nucle-ir w~r depends on the ex ten! of the dwmee #nJ disruption.
~
', considerat~oon, inclujde ttv numfber of (fit) survivors, the
Wa'Ount Of property remi'rinng. the extent of thie enwivioiwntal disturbancits.
soi &l
Eeii
urope). *nif, finally.,40
tvhat hafpre' in Ow~ rest of the woild
politicO, anid psychological factors.
rie- of war witih was fovghý '.A*
!n turn. these things depe^4 on OF
.,tarted It. how much wernir4. how big It was. whet the tar",ts were. IIow
thie wqap2oni wcre used. &n4 wbo won), the reliao.1v cap~zbilities of offense
anvi Avetnsr on~ the two sides (goocia'.1y jrolect ion of pupulation an4.
suchl as weather cronsecaridarity. of property), on unp-ediactabl-7 tioent
fer! about the wer.
ditions. *nd on iWr~cf4eCab~rC w4di as how jp'
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Factors outside

the Scope of the Study:

Soe,; Critical Sccn:'rir,,

The number of combinations and pernwutations (alternative' %r..narios;
which would have to be examined to give due consideration to . 1 1 of th(
likeiy variations
is clearly very large. eve.n though not all or thei. are
anywhere near equally probable.
Moreover. only a few of the alternative

scenarios have an ;mportant bearing on the prospects for recove:ry, even in
the sense of tipping the balance temporaily one way or the other.
It is
our judgment that the follow;ng hypothetical cases are the most critical
(i.e. unfavorable) of the plausible scenarios, assuming a constant given
weight of delivered megatons dropped in each war.
I.

When war occurs the United States is relatively unprepared, with
only a miniuial CD program.
As a result, civilian casualties and
property damage are extremely large.
Moreover, postwar recovery
is inhibited by confusion and lack of planning.
Citizens tend to
blame the governr.tent tar this situation, with serious consequences
for postwar morale.

2.

The United States strikes fir!.t (perhaps to pre-empt an expected
Soviet strike) and inflicts unreasonable damage on the Soviet
Union but suffers severe retaliation.
As a result, the U.S. government is widely blamed for the disaster, both Internally and
abroad.
The population is afflicted with a war-guilt "psychosis"
which undermines nmorale.
Public confidence in government olans
aod programs declines drastically.. There Is a catastrophic "loss
of faith" in the American destiny."

3.

The war does not end quickly, but drags on for several years, with
perhaps only occasional exchanges of weapons but continual uncertainty,
Repeated alerts and evacuations cause severe economic dislocation. Efforts to rebuild are frustrated by wart!me restrictions, fear of subsequent attacks and military priorities.
Surplus food is used up.

4.

The United States loses Its military supremacy as a result ef a
successful caunterforce attack by the Soviet Union."" As a result,
Europe is overrun or blackmailed into economic or even political
subserviency and the UnitcO States is deprived of its allies, most
of its foreign investments and trading partners.
With a debased
currency, essential imports must be paid for in qold or food--which

".'There are undoubtedly many scenarios in which the United States might
strike first without necessarily producing an extreme guilt-complex in the
populace.
However, one can imagine circumstances in which It might happen
that a U.S. government, pressed for timw, perhaps not in possession of all
the relevant information, ,might over-escalate only to learn later that it
had rmade a rniistake.
`-"This looks very unlikely. but it is not impossible, given certain
conceivable technological breakthroughs ori the, part of ihe Soviet Union,
and sone sort of unbearable provocation on .he part ol the United Statcs.
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debases the currency further. A disastrous inflationary cycle follows which wrecks the economy (as happened in Germany in the 1920's)
and leads to centrifugal politics and burgeoning extremism.

5.

The war becomes extremely bitter. The Soviet leadership sees the
achievements of 50 years of socialism go down the drain. With a
feeling that there is nothing more to lose, prudential calculations seem pointless. Overcorwe by fury, grief, frustration and
pain, they want to punish the United States. They unleash airborne biological agents such as anthrax in large quantities into
the midst of an already disorganized population living in temporary fallout shelters and/or refugee camps and with overstrained
or primitive medical facilities.

These scenarios are all pessimistic and some are almost too nasty to
think clearly about, but it is our business, at this point, to ask how bad
things can conceivably get without exceeding the bounds of plausibility.
It may well be argued by some people that the usual assumptions--that the
United States does not start the war, but wins it, and survives with
morale, faith and democracy Intact, and that the losing side goes down
quietly with, at most, a whimper--. 0 t unreasonably optimistic. At any
rate, they are assumptions and, as such, -ubiect to re-examination.
Details apart, the fundamental point in question iaro is whether the survivors of a war are likely to have the will to recover, u, 'hether the necessary social and political institutions will survive to make rtcivery
possible.
This is an important uncertainty, nor have we minimized it in the
foregoing scenarios.
It is Impossible to draw ironclad categorical conclusions one way or the other, but the author's opinion can be summarized
as follows:
1. Sufficient planning and preparation in advance, or the lack of it,
may very likely make a difference of a year or two, or even three,
in getting the process of recovery started.
2.

Morale factors and institutional failures (such as ungovernable
inflation) may also inhibit recovery, possibly by several years.

3.

Sooner or later the survivors will start to dig themselves out of
the ruins If they are free to make the attempt.
In other words,
we believe that there will always be some optimists prepared to
invest in the future, no matter how discouraging the past or the
present may seem. To argue that social, political or psychological
factors along are capable of preventing recovery permanently seems

*For what it Is worth, the German inflation of the '20's certainly inhibited "real" growth to some extent,
On the other hand, German feelings
of "war guiltt" after World War II did not noticeably affect economic recovery.
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tantamount to saying either that no individuals, or only an irsignificant number, will ever again try to rebuild a viable society, or that in the face of general discouragement and apathy
they could not hope to succeed. This pre-position, as stated, is
extreme enough to warrant the suggestion that the burden of proof
Certainly historic:al precelies on whoever would maintain it.
dents do not support the negative view.
Either way, however, we cannot argue these questions at greater length
without digressing too far from the major issue, which is whether man will,
or will not, ret-'n a sufficient modicum of control over nature after a nuGrar;:ng that social, political and/or psychological factors
clear war.
will not make a permanent difference--however important their temporary effects may be--the question is seen to depend on the extent ot physical damage, and ultimately on the size of the attack. Again, it is useful to try
to establish limits, or failing this, to get sorre feeling for how big "big"
is, i.e. how many MT-s ;t takes to do "extreme" damage.
Most attacks which have been "gamed" or analyzed in detail on computers deliver between 1,500 and 5,000 MT's, although a few have been larger
The latter would involve something like 2,000 large
(up to 20,000 MT's).
ICBM's or 400 heavy bombers (or some combination) reaching the CONUS. Such
an attack is far beyond currently estimated Soviet delivery capabilities
and also beyond currently anticipated capabilities into the 1970's, unless
one were also to assume essentially no effective U.S. air defense (against
bombers) and no AR?'.. Moreover, to avoid a disarming counterforce attack
in rcturn, the "soft" missiles or bombers would all have to be deployed in
secret and launched with greater dispatch and efficiency than is usual for
unrehearsed military (or other) operations of comparable magnitude.
For the above, and related reasons, it would seem that with anticipated
weapons 20,000 MT's (10,000 fission) is about the upper limit of what can be
imagined with any semblance of realism through the'70's, while 2,000 MT's is
still a very large attack by 1965 standards and perhaps even by projected
1970 standards.
3.

_DoMIrDant Physical Damaae Mechanisms

To keep the discussion from being open-ended, it is important to try
to answer the question: How much physical damage can 20,000 MT's (half
fission) create if used in different feasible ways against various classes
of targets? To facilitate such a discussion we need to identify the domiIn some renating damage mechanisms which are applicable in each case.
of the
conclusions
major
the
of
summary
is
a
table
spects, the following
entire extended study of nuclear weapons effects on the environment which
comprises Volume I.
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Table 6-1
Dominant Mechani sins
A burs

Target

Grundur

Cities

Blast and local fallout
followed by (epidemi4)
di sease

Firestorm

Croplands
(Crops --- > humans)

6-radiation; Sr-90 contamination

Conflagration

Grasslands
(Grass --- > animals,

B-radiation; overgrazing

Conflagration (probably beneficial after
one season, however)

Conifer forests
and watersheds

Radiation damage from local
fallout followed by-insect
attacks, disease, and secondary fires; some erosion

Conflagration followed
by severe erosion and
flooding and/or firestorm (?); some
erosion

Deciduous and
mixed forests

Selective radiation damage

Same as above

If a large enough number of large
weapons are groundburst, atmospheric
effects would be added to the above.

----------------------------- m------

The radiation hazard from fallout weighs quite unequally on different
natural communities. From data compiled and exhibited in Chapter 1, it
will be recalled that the acute lethal dose for most coniferous species is
under 2,000 roentgens, some such as eastern white pine and pitch pine being
as low as a few hundred (Table 1-4). Deciduous species seen" to cluster at
a higher level, around 10,000 R, while many herbaceous annuals, legumes and
grasses range upward to 40,000 or even 60,000 R. Virtually all crop plants,
except orchard trees, are in the latter class, as are plants grown or used
as pasturage. Table 1-11 summarizes the radiosensitivities of important
categories of animals and plants to y-radiation as presently known.
Closer to ground level, B-activity would cont-ibute more and more to
total dose, however, until, at the soil surface, the total lifetime dose-mostly due to B-rays--would be of the order of fifty to a hundred thousand
Even half this dose would probably be more than
roentgens per KT/mi2.2

*One would expect large local variations due to "hot spots,' surface
See
It does not matter greatly for this argument.
irregularities, etc.
Chapter I, Section 1.
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sufficient to kill low-growing plants back to ground level, although routs
might well be essentially unharmed. Young shoots and seedlings would also
presumably die back as they broke the surface of the soil. On the other
hand, full-grown plants with fairly long stems or woody trunks would suffer
much less severely from 0-ridiation. Of course, perennials grow each season
growth were prevented, the plant
even recover
if one. (or
two) years'
from
quickly
thereafter.
would and,
probably
cover rcots
Ground-living insects such as grasshoppers and Mormon cricket.- would
probably not be able to profit as usual from the destruction of the ground
cover. In certain stages of growth the fertilized eggs can apparently be
killed -by a few hundred roentgens. Sterilization of adults requires as
If grasslands receive an average
little as 350 R (Chapter I, Section 4).
long-term 0-dose of 1,000 R (corresponding to the order of .-50 R from y's)
Ol KT/mi 2 fission products, the grasshopper population would presumor .-.
ably be virtually eliminated for some years.*
If grasslands and pastures were attacked radiologically, as above,
and if plants arc in fact as susceptible to e-radiation as we have assumed,
the 1,050,000 square miles of grasslands in the United States would be
severely damaged by 0.5 KT/mi 2 or 525 MT's of fission products spread evenly.
On the same basis, the 615,000 square miles of cultivated crops would be
put out of production for at least a year by an additional 300 MT's--again
(To allow for unevenness and overlapping of fallout patterns,
spread evenly.
2
the total number of MT's delivered as bombs required to get at least I KT/m1
over a large area is considerably larger. The multiplier Qft' defined in Chapter I,
is introduced to relate idealized uniform fallout patterns to realistic ones.)
Even if rangelands were spared direct damage, but cultivated farm lands were
heavily attacked, an intolerable strain might be put on some grazing areas.
Economic..etivation to force the land to support the largest possible number of meat animals, regardless of long-term risk to soil, might be hard
to resist. Under such circumstances, moreover, grasshoppers and Mormon
crickets would certainly thrive and help compound the problem. Drier than
average weather (such as occurs naturally every few years) would denude the
land and bring on dust storms reminiscent of the 1930's. On the other hand,
If several years of exceptionally good rainfall came along at the right time,
the emergency might be surmounted with only minor damage.
The disutility of an attack which seriously inhibited agriculture for
a year or more would depend strongly on the amount of stored surplus food
available to feed the population and, secondarily, on whether a substantial
number of domestic animals could be kept alive for the requisite period.
Whether the ultimate outcome was a great disaster or merely an economic
setback would depend on a number of rather complex preattack and postattack
issues which will be discussed in the next chapter.

*The species would undoubtedly survive in a few "clear" areas and reconstitute itself afterwards over a period of a few (-,5-10) years. Also,

eggs of some species can remain dormant underground (where they may be somewhat protected froni S-radiation) for several years.
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A radiological attack on farm and grazing lands would have another
Some releserious consequence, namely, high-level Sr-90 ,ontamination,
recapituTo
6.
and
I
Sections
I,
Chapter
in
appeared
calculations
vant
through
calcium
follows
and
late, Sr-90 is chemically similar to calcium
It enters the diet
the various metabolic processes of living organisms.
routes:
three
basic
via
plants---> cows---> milk
plants--- > animals--- > meat
plant products consumed directly

Because of the large amount of calcium in milk, it is currently a major
source of dietary Sr-90. Techniques of inexpensively removing the radiost'ontium have been developed, however, and will be discussed later. On
the other hand, relatively little Sr-90 is found in meat, mainly because
there is so little calcium in muscle tissue. Plant products consumed directly, especially those rich in calcium such as green vegetables, are the
other major source of dietary Sr-90.
i'dctor, whicih suggests several countermeasure possibilities,
M
is the fact that calcium is somewhat preferred over strontium in virtually
every life process. Thus, every time calcium and strontium together are metabolized by a plant or animal (or even an individual organ such as the digestive
system or the mammary gland), some of the strontium is eliminated and excreted.
The fnore such "filtering" proc,.sses there are, the greater the biological
discrimination against 'Sr-91O. Hence, the ratio of Sr-90 to calcium in milk
is smaller than the ratio In plant foods (which, in turn, is smaller than
that in the soil). This is a fortunate accident of chemistry.* It also
has important implications for postattack agricultural priorities, specifically suggesting a strong emphasis on meat production. One awkward postattack dilemma that one can foresee in this connection is the possibility
of a shortage of Calories, In the short run, inducing farmers either to
overgraze surviving pasturage or to slaughter animals rather than feed them.
The implication of these questions will be analyzed later.
,.iu,-•,aL

The calculations and estimates previously referred to (Chapter I, Sections I and 6) suggist that land contaminated with fission products at the
rate of a few KT/mi might result in a very high cancer risk for infants
fed on plant foods grown thereon. The addition of an extra link in the
food chain, i.e. animals, would reduce the Sr-90 hazard (e.g. in milk) by a
factor of 2-4 (while also reducing the Calorie production from the l4nd by
50-80%). Allowing for the possibility of artificially removing 90-95% of the

Sr-90 from milk, an over-all reduction of 95-99% would result. Thus, grazing
land, or land devoted to crops to be fed to animals, could take 20-80 times
more fallout for a given (e.g. 10%) cancer risk.
The twin threats of interdiction of agriculture--directly by B-radiation from fallout or indirectly through Sr-90 contamination of food grown
1rAs Herman Kahn has pointed out,

in the absence of specific data one

might equally well have expected things to go the other way (as happens in
the case of Cs-137), which c.ould have made the problem some 100 tinmes
worse than it ;t actually. 1 Nevertheless, it is still f3irly bac;.
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on the land--can be ameliorated to different degrees by preattack or postAgain, the discussion of details will be reserved
attack countermeasures.
except for the remark that, of the two mentioned, the more serious threat
In any case,
is likely to be the Sr-90 problem, which is harder to counter.
With this caveat firmly in
such an evaluation will be highly conditional.
mind, we take DE = 0.5 KT/mi 2 tentatively as the critical* damage figure for
both cultivated and grazing lands, since Table 1-li suggests standiny crops
of the major food plants would receive lethal y-doses at .2-.6 KT/m.
Stions

In the case of coniferous forest biomes,
turns out to be quite different,

the basis for the calcula-

although the results are similar,

As far as one can tell on the basis of admittedly scanty experimental
data, most fallout particles would end up on the bark or on the ground,
rather than sticking directly to the highly sensitive twigs and buds. If
this is correct, the major initial hazard would be from y-emitters. Note
that if about 5',. of the fallout particles remained for only a few weeks
within range of the sensitive growing-points (meristems) of the trees, the
resultant $-dose would roughly equal the total y-dose from fallout on the
ground. However, since only particles quite close to the meristems would
":count,:: because of the short range ot s-particles, we conjecture that the
contribution of the B's is nevertheless less than that of the y's. Table 1-Il
suggests a choice of DE = 0.06 KT/mi 2 .
Taking into account the predicted distribution of lethal doses and
secondary effects such as fires, attacks by bark beetles, etc., to which
evergreens are particularly prone, one is inclined to estimate that an
evenly spread dose of .03 KT/mi 2 fission product corresponding to an integrated dose of 600 R would be almost certain to kill any conifer forest,
and as little as .01 KT/mi 2 migh be enough to trigger a sequence of synSee
ergistic insults which would ultimately lead to the same result.
Appendix D of Volume 1. We take DE = .03 KT/mi2 as a moderately conservative estimate of the critical level.
By contrast, deciduous forests are apparently much less vulnerable.
Radiosensitivities cluster around a range which is about an order of
Furthermore, deciduous forests, bemagnitude higher thanfbr conifers.
ing mixed, are certainly somvnewhat less subject to secondary attacks.
For siriplic,Altogether, a factor of 20 difference seems not unlikely.
ity we take DE - 0.5 KT/mi 2 .

"'By "crit;cal, ' we do no'

necessarily

imply a discontinuity,

or
in the dose-respoitse curve. The
even necessari iy a perceptiblo "knee,"
.1
KT/ri?,
one suspects the proble,.is
near1,
that,
at
.ieaning is more
to solve, while at 3 KT/mi 2 they are probably
are not really diffilult
Crudely, one feels that ,S KT/,ii 2 marks the transtion
insuperable.
reg ion.

-
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lost.
In many cases crops would already have been harvested, would not yet
have been planted, or could still be replanted; on"/ for a few weeks Just
before harvest would fire cause seriou! damage. On many potential rangelands fire would be a positive benefit by destroying woody shrubs such as
sagebrush and mesquite, thus allowing grass to return the next year. As
the fire weather data in Chapter II indicates, these are precisely the
regions where criLical fire weather is most likely.
Using the simple rule of thumb derived in Chapter II,
Area - TTR 2 + a(2 +TR
where R is the ignition rad-us and a the coefficient of spread (Table 2-6),
the fire hazard car, be astiriated ciudely by n
er
the firespread
term. Assume 200 10-MT weapons are exploded over the watersheds aend agricultural areas of the U.S. in summer. According to Figure 2.4, the average
annual per cent of opaque cloudiness for important agricultural areas
(except in the irrigated areas of the Southwest and California) would be
about 40% while for major watersheds the figure would be around 55%. We
assume the fraction of a region under cloud at a given time Is equal to
the time average at a given point, and suppose that there are two kinds
of days, "cloudy" and "fair." The average ignition radius for a 10-MT airburst on a "cloudy" day is about 7 miles aiid on a "fair" day Is 18 miles.
Thus for agricultural areas the average ai'ea ignited per wseapcnr is:

L.60118 2 Tr + L.40o7 2TT +

670 mi2

while in watersheds

[.45D18 21T+ L. 55]7 21T+ Z 450 rni2
if equal numbers of weapons were allocated to each type of area a total of
120,000 square miles might burn.
If watersheds alone were attacked the area
affected wou;d be slightly smaller, although the damage would be more severe.
Allowing for the possibility that the attacker might choose his time
and optimize in other ways, it is clear that something like a quarter of
U.S. forests might be hostage to such an attack. if some of the fires
should develop into firestorms rather than conflagrations, the chances are
that something less than the indicated 120,000 square miles would actually
burn--possibly 90,000 square miles or so. Many fires at or near the perimeter would go out or burn back toward the center under the Influence of
radially converging winds. The long-termn oaamage in this case would be the
more serious, however, because the scaling law for reseeding and repopulating the devastated areas suggests that recovery time increases in proportion
to an exponential function of the radius of the area (see Chapter IV, Section 6).
Contrary to the case of a conflagration, one would not expect
refuglafrom which repopulation could start.io survive Inside a firestom
perimeter.

-
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Incidentally, a large number of smaller weapons would cause ignition
over a wider area and would increase the fractional firespread hazard as
well.
On the other hand, the scaling law for recovery from firestorms is
such that if large-scale firestorms should develop the worst damage for d
given nuiiiLer of MT's . ,ably involves the largest possible individual
weapons (i.e. 20 100-Mi bombs would be worse in the long run than 200 10-Mi"
bombs). This is an interesting point.
We note also that over half Uf the CONUS could be covered by a 20,000-MT
attack consisting of 2,000 10-MT optimized airburst weapons, so that if
typical burning conditions prevailed and targeting were optimiized in ternis
of local weather patterns, a substantial fraction of the country would burn.
Probably 10,000 I-MT weapons would have a similar consequence.
Secondary effects following firestorms on forested watersheds could
be important.
Assuming that recovery of the burn-over upstream areas is
long delayed because of the scale effect noted above, one would expect
tmaximum local surface runoff rates to be increased by a factor of as much
as 4 or 5 right from the start, and catastrophic erosion to occur within
three or four years. Coming on top of a flood control situation which is
already marginally unstable,* one can hardly avoid the conclusion that spectacular upstream sprinq floods would occur in some of the years following
the attack--almost certainly beyond any hope of controlling by any extension of normal means--possibly in combination with unusually low water
leveis during the remainder of the year. Hence, in addition to the several hundred thousand square miles of watershed destroyed, the chances are
that much of the 150,000 square miles currently considered floodable (Chapter IV, Section 7) would be repeatedly flooded in later years, and some
would be permanently damaged by deposition of thick layers of infertile
subsoil washed down from burned-over hillsides upstream. Waterfronts of
a number of river cities (e.g. St. Paul, Pittsburgh, St. Lou;s, Memphis,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Evansville, New Orleans, and Sacramento) might also
The value of the pobecome virtually untenable because of flood threats.
'.-s out of proportion to the ntinber of square miles
tentially floodabl, ..
involved.
For example, much of California's rich Central Valley, the productive cotton and rice fields adjacent to the lower Mississippi, and the
potato farms on the banks of the St. John's River in Maine, might all be
lost to agriculture at least temporarily.
Agriculture in adjacent areas not flooded would also suffer as a resuit of lowered water tables, due to the greater percentage of storm runoff.
It is difficult to estimate the degree of importance to bo attached
to this effect, althouqh it should clearly not be ignored.
Crop yields
reduced by factors of 50/. would not seem at all unlikely in some areas of
low summer rainfall.

"*Consider the 1965 Mssi%%ip)pi River floods'

q-
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4.

Counter-Environment Attack

The following two tables summarize the arguments which have bee., presented at length in the foregoing.

Table 6-2
Extreme Damage Criteria*
Therma I
Effective Density DE
KT/m 12

Radiological
Effective Density DE
KT/n i 2

Target Biome

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

.5
.5
.03

Cultivated Land
Grasslands & Pastures
Conifer Forests
Deciduous Forests

.5

Table 6-3
Environmental Attack (Preliminary)
Target Biome

Area (m12 )

Total Weight

Cultivated Land
Grasslands & Pasture
Conifer Forests
Deciduous Forests
(and mixed)

615,000
1,050,000
5O0,000
420,000

615
1050
270

(NT)

r
x QRSRor QTST

4200

The inefficiencies QR, SR, QT, ST must now be estimRated for each
As regards the first of these parameters, we
of the four major biomes.
note that the effective density D0 (in KT/mi 2 ) over an area would be equivalent to the total density D divided by QR or, in other words, #he value of
D ,equired to achieve an effective density of DE (fission KT/mI2) Is Just
For the two cases of primary interest, DE , .03 and DE a 0.5, one
D - QROE.
obtains by crude extrapolation from Figure 6-1 the values shown, equating
L - 3,000 with 0E - .15 KT/mi 2 .

DE V .03
E

0.5

q• : 10
25

*In comparing the two columns it must be kept In mind that KT in the
radi,'loqical effects column refers to fission products only.
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FIGURE

6.1

RATIO OF TOTAL TO "EFFECTIVE" MT's FOR RANDOM
ATTACKS OVER LARGE AREAS
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The radiation shlelding ine':i-iencv S discussed in Chapter I, Section I
is probably of the order of 3 or 4 in forests (where ,v-radiation is important),
but would not be much greate-r than unity for rangelands and croplands for
which 2-radiation is crucial.
For thermal effects ti-e over-all ignition inefficie:•cy was estimated
in Chapter Il to be

OT i 33,
while the shielding inefficiency, which takes Into account atmospheric
attenuation due to clouds, smoke and dust, may take any of a wide range of
values depending on weather, e.g.:
ST U
ST a

I for an average-clear day'2 (by definition)
10 for medium cloud
1100 for very dense cloud or heavy fog

ST

On a very exceptional day one might find most of the country under
clear skies, although on the average (as Dointed out in Chapter II) roughly
two-thirds of the country would probably be under some kind of cloud cover.
Since we are considering fairly extreme cases, however, iet. us assume
Summarizing, then:
ST a I for grasslands and pastures and ST a 2 elsewhere.

Table 6-4
Extrgn Envirgointal Attack
PadioloQical
Area (ei

Target Biome
Culti,,ated Land
Grasslands & Pasture
Conifer Forests
Deciduous Forests

2

)

55Žj

Fission
-

-

13
13
1

--

50

-2

615.000
1,050,000
540,000

-,

420.OOC

T.e

I

...

Weight (MT)
Weight (NT)

_QSTDE

8,000
13,000
540
;1,000

16
8
If
16

O000
-.. B,700
- 9,000

-.-

--

7,000

NT's only, 50*4
Since the column for radiological attacks refers to fi~ss
In verV clar
A•p.qrethtly
n-irs.
the
fusion weapons would require doubling
weather the thermal hazard is greater than the r.4iclogIc4l :aword sinC. loiwver on a feore
feawr MT's would be required to achieve exr-eat da•m
mi
ctinud r-vyr, the situtypicol day in which much of the COWUS was wuer
at;on wou:o probably be rvversed and the r,•iolnical haar-0. Would bi the

€Qre;t er.

lEvidently)' on ma
less ti.an sinity.

________-qmn

ltra-clcar

ayv i-v shieldi.

Mowf-r stch da*% Air'.

;iffKi;erc

vrry rare.

JV--~~4
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As has been pointed out previously, the various estimates contain
many uncertainties and could easily be off by a large factor. In particular, the problem of synergistic potentiation of multiple stresses may have
been inLidequately taken into account (See Appendix O).
The disut,liy
i
f what we have labeled "critical damage" varies considerably from one target biome to the other, and from one type of damage
to another. ir the case of cultivated lands, for instance, the disutility
of a high level of destruction would be relatively small if the country
cculd survive on stockpiled food for one growing season. On the other hand,
without such stockpiles the situation could be disastrous. As regards pastures and grazing lands, much would depend on the survival of the animals,
and, as above, the availability of stockpiles of feed. IF a reasonable
fraction of the herds were saved and could be 'ed on stocktiled grain, as
might easily be the case in the event of a thermal attack, the long-term
effect of fires on the pasturage might even be ecologically beneficial in
some areas. On the other hand if the animals were killed by the attack,
or they starve or are killed and eaten thereafter, the immediate recovery
of the grasslands themselves would have no practical significance. As
regards forests, their destruction by fire would hasten erosion of watersheds, floods and silting. Compared with other problems facing the postattack society these might be relatively tolerable. If the forests were
killed by radiation, however, the ground litter would he undisturbed (unless destroyed by secondary fires) and would probably protect the soil
until a new crop of vegetation became established.
In either case, much
of the standing dead timber could still be harvested and utilized. The
real aconomic loss would be deferred to later years, as salvageable dead
trees were used up before a few crop of saplings reached maturity.
Very roughly, one would expect the fraction of a target biome subject to cr.,plete destruction to scale linearly with the weight of attack,
for attacks smaller than the ones described in Table 6-4. Thus 1000 MT's
airburst on an "average clear day" would presumably "destroy" something like
IU/ of the cultivated land in the CONUS. Unless this level of direct physical damage were enonmiously compounded by social, economic or political
factors, e.g. a breakdown in the farming "system," it is hard to see why
environmental recovery should not Lake place. Moreover, apart from hypothetical situations where iost agricultural productivity results in extreme famine, the appropriate qtestion seems to be, not whether survival
(and -ventual recovery) are possible, but how expensive it would be in
terms of the pottattack economy.

Referencej
I.

Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, Princeton, 1961,

p. 20.

*A herd of cattle or sheep would not be highly vulnerable to thermal
flash, since thick hides and hair protect the body and, to some extent,
they would tend to shield each other.
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CHAPTER VII
ENVIRONMENTAL-ECONOM IC CONS IDERATIONS

Insofar as the many partial arguments-which have been exhibited in
previous chapters can be said to imply any conclusion, it is that nuclear
wars of a few thousand MT's, enough to destroy most cities and kill a
large percentage of the (unprotected) population, would not cause a comThe analogies and arguments
parable degree of damage to the environment.
which have been alluded to, in the past, in support of a predicted ecological "catastrophe" (recall same examples in the Introduction) are not sufficiently compelling il term. of what is presently known--whatever the abstract but unknowable trutt may be--to jusify concentrating most of our
Even for "large" hypothetical wars of
attention on such a contirgency.
10,000 MT's (fission) or so, we would argue , ' ,at the outcome depends mostly
on how effectively postattack problems are hl .iled as they arise. For
large wars, admittedly, the margin for maneuver may be snller and the disutiiity of an error or miscalculation may be greater. For instance, some
of the political-social-psychological factors mentioned at the outset of
the last chapter could conceivably be crucial, e.g., if demoralization or
social chaos resulted in a two-year delay in reorganization.
In this chapter we shall attempt to focus (somewhat unsystematically)
on the projected ený.'ronmental-economic disutilitles of hypothetical nuclear attacks under assumptions ranging from:
(I) no preattack preparations,
(2) preattack preparations such as might be accomplished during
a period of tension,
(3) extensive peacetime preattack preparations.
The third case Jooks rather unikely at the moment, but should U.S.Soviet relations return to the "Cold War" level of tension, one might
imagine fairly substantial CD programs being carr!ed out over a period of
Increased CD spending would also presumably accompany any expanded
years.
active defense effort such as Nike-X.
The measure of disutility developed in Chapter V which seemed most
appropriate (or, at any rate, least Inappropriate) was total GNP minus
the fraction required for subsistence or surplus GNP.* As far as possible we shall try to examine costs in this light: a program costing
.1 postattack SGNP's is "expensive," no matter how big the postattack
SGNP is in terms of preattack dollars. A program costing .001 or even
.01 postattack SNGP's might be described as "cheap" to '"oderato" unless
SGNP becomes very small.
"*Shortened to SGNP in the following.
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The fraction of GNP per capita devoted to subsistence in a postattack
world wouid almost certainly increase both as a result of disproportionate
destruction of cities and productive capacity, and because of postattack
economic disequilibrium due to "bottlenecks" in certain key industries.
Moreover, the postattack demand pattern during the reconstruction period
would be likely to change with respect to the preattack situation, e.g.,
more stress on building materials and industrial goods, less on consumer
goods and services. To the extent that production could be shifted from
one sector Into another, the problem of imbalance might be somewhat alleviated in time. lit the chances are that a substantial part of surviving
Industrial capaL .y would be temporarily under-utilized and would meanwhile not contribute to SGNP.
The relative cost of subsisten, e production--primarily food--might
also change sharply as a result of the war. On the one hand, the postattack diet need not be as rich, varied, or conveniently prepackaged as
the preattack one. There is considerable "slack" in the system which
could be taken up. Moreover, the number of survivors who must be fed
would be smaller than the preattack population (depending strongly on
the effectiveness of the CD program in effect at the time of the attack,
however).
On the other hand, some land would be out of production, at
least temporarily, either because of contamination, destruction of equipment and facilities, or Isolation from markets and sources of supply.
Food processing and distribution might be haphazard--hence inefficient
and expensive--for a time. Decontamination to mitigate the Sr-90 or
1-131 hazards would add to the cost of some foods. Productivity per
acre might be reduced due to the necessity to abandon fertile land due
to contamination, erosion or silting; or because of shortages of fuel,
electric power, fertilizers, pesticides, and high-quality commercial
seed. Food might have to be imported, adding to transportation and
balance-of-payment problems. Finally, an increased economic incentive
to stress meat production, on account of the Sr-90 hazard, would be
costly in terms of inefficient utilization of avaflable Calories.
In classical economic theory the dollar price of a good depends on
the balance (at the margin) between supply and demod, while demand varies
with relative prices, assuming other factors can 4e Ignored to a first approximation.
The "supply curve." which expresses the fact that the first
units of supply must fill the most urgent demands, and therefore command
the highest prices, is a function which Is presumed to exist ad to describe this complex interrelation. Similaily, supply (the amount produced)
is a function of the cost of production. Thus, if demand for a comnodity,
such as a food, is lcw, only thie cheapest sources need be exploited, resulting in low prices. At a high level of demand, on the other hand, expensive
sources may have to be utilized, e.g., mai'qina! farmlands requiring expe,sive fertilizers but with low yields, and prices will rise correspondingly.
At a high enough demand level it might even be economic to synthesize food
elements, such as amino ocids, artificially from basic chemicals.
(At current demand levels the price of a synthetic diet seems to be abou, $12 per
person per day.)
The extent to whii:h classical economics i: stri,•tly valid
in the present context is, of course, open to serious question. Howver,
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it is hard to find any examples of cases where the operation of these
e-oncaic imechanisms has been circumvented successfully, for any length
of tine, e.g., by exhortation or by governmental controls.
Figure 7.1, which is "derived" somewhat crudely in Appendix H, shows
schematically what might be expected.
Changes in total GNP, which might
for convenience be indexed in terms of preattack dollars, would effectively
shift the productivity curve to the right, and possibly change its slope as
well.
Decreased demandfrom a smaller postattack population willing to accept a more austere diet, would push the operating point down and toward
the left; but increased direct Losts of food production and distribution,
deccntamination and, possibly, emphasis on meat, would push the point back
up and to the right.
It is premature to attempt to carry through the indicated calculations
explicitly, even for a 7pecific hypothetical war, partly because of the
number and crudeness of the approximations which would obviously have to
be used along the way, but mainly because the economic interactions are
clearly central and require much more study and elucidation. Among other
things, a better model for the functional relationship between ag ricultural productivity and investment (i.e., the curve in Figure 7.1) is
needed.* Since the first variable is not a simple ftinction of the second,
it is clear that any such model, has extremely limited validity at best,
A second, and more
and is easily subject to abuse and misinterpretation.
fundamental, need is for a usable model to describe the functional relationship between physical damage and economic damage (reduced GNP).
To
iti
the
openn
literature
seems
date, the closest approach to this discussed
to be Winter's study for RAND Corp.2
2.

Agricultural Problems Associated with ywo Prototyee Alt

It is worthwhile attempting, however inadequately, to pull together
some of the fragmentary calculations which have been made heretofore.
This means making some assumptions about the weapons, the targeting, season of the year, etc., and then analyzing the probable level of damage,
the postattack agricultural production, and the prospects for ultimate
recovery--in the context of each of the three alternative assumptions
about CD programs and plans.

a. IbSM,.l LAt&,Ak
Weight:
Season:

20,000 MT's (10.000 MT fission equivalent)
J0ly, Augtst or September•*

*S.R.I. has develored o rather detaiied input-output model for agriculturc, some of whov2 structural features were borrowed in Appendix H.1
How.ever, existin9 approaches r-ely too heavily on considerations valid only
at the margin.
""These n-rnths are (a) the driest, atid (b) span the harvist season.
They would be the -ost te'pt~inq for a th•,rjal attack.
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FIGURE 7.1
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Targets:

Mixed counterforce plus counter-environment, including
all major irrigated areas such as Imperial Valley,
California; the major corn-belt and wheat-belt areas;
and critical watersheds such as the western slopes of
the High Sierras, western slopes of the Appalachians
and the northern Rockies.

?uch an attack could de.troy a ;arge fraction (-.. 50-75%) of standing
crops, hay (including haystacks) and many farm buildings; it could also
cause severe damage in some critical forested watersheds resulting in
early me~ting, erosion, exceptional runoff, and q.jite possibly flooding,
especially in toe Mississippi basin, the Columbia basin and in the Central Valley of California.
In addition to unharvested .tanding crops, a substantial fraction of
the harvested grain being stored on farms, or in silos and elevators,
might also buin as a result of conflagrations in tcvins and cities throughout the target area and in neighbo, ing parts of Canada. The extent of
such destruction would depend on, the details of targeting and on how fireproof the elevators are. This could be a critical vulnerability, but it
is not within the scope of the present study. The degree of concentration
of grain storage facilities Is indicated by Table 7-1.3
Since the weapons were assumed to be mostly airburst, to maximize
blast and thermal effects, relatively little fallout wcould be involved.
Therefore, in comparison with other problems, Sr-90 contamination would
not be severe, and the population could safely rely on a grain diet (suitably supplemented) for a while. The destruction of most of one year's
standing crops and, perhaps, 50% of the stored surplus grain would still
leave enough grain and other focd in storaQe to feed the population until the next season, even iF cities were spared and casualties were low.*
Mortality among (surviving) farm inimals and dairy herds would probably
be extremely high, however, with the winter feed and forage crops destroyed. Many might have to be slaughtered in the winter, temporarily
increasing the fresh meat supply, but at a severe cost In terms of reIn all likelihood this would
duced breeding stock for subsequent years.
be one of the major Ilg-term &gricul.ural-economic effects of the war.
Another would be the degradatior:, due to flooding and silting, of some
Finally, the surviving population
low-lying river valley farmlands.
would be restricted to a (relatively) vegetarian diet for several years,
even though "normal" farming could probably be resumed almost immediately
in most areas if the organizational and economic prerequisites exist.
Note that we have described a case in which economic recovety is presumed to be possible a.d to take place in a fairly orderly fashion, despite
the magnitude of the attac.. However. the favorable outcome is not guaor
For exanple, if 75/; of the stored grain were destroyed (instead
anteed.
Ninter wheat would be' available, %ithin 6 to 8 months, assuming it
could be plinted after the disaster.
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Table 7-I
Grain Elevator Cagacities
in Various C;ties
CitigS

Minneapolis, Minnesota
uri
Kansas City, Mi
Ft. William & P, t Arthur, Canada
Fort Worth, Texas
Wichita, Kansas
Chicago, Illinois
Duluth & Superior, Minnesota
Enid, Oklahoma
Portland, Oregon & Columbia River
Salina, Texas
Lubbock, Texas
Buffalo, New York
Hutchinson, Kansas
Lincoln, Nebraska
Toledo, Ohio
Council Bluffs, Iowa
St. Louis, Missouri
Milwaukee, WIsconsin
St. Joseph, Missouri
Amarillo, Texas
Seattle & Tacoma, Washington
Indianapolis, Indiana
Vancouver, Canada
San Francisco & Bay Region
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Decatur, Illinois
Montreal, Canada
Des Moines, Iowa
Dallas, Texas
Sioux City, Iowa
Albany, New York
Now Orleans, Loulsica
Midland, Michigan
Baltimore, Marylend
Mwnph is, Tennessee
Bale Comeau, Canada
SUBTOTAL:

-,flow

Cgalci tv (Bushels)

129,580,000
112,628,000
101,921,000
101,555,000
89,054,000
85,902,000
69,400,000
67,062,000
58,126,000
58,ý.J;,000
57,919,000
51,915,000
50,963,000
50,604,000
39,650,000
35,724,000
31,548,500
30,190,000
27,895,000
27,500,000
26,Q940,000
22,•00,000
21,806,500
21,147,000
19,688,000
19,000,000
17,512,000
14,525,000
14,300,000
13,756,000
13,500,000
13,000,000
12,816,000
12,600,040)
12,000,000
11,868,00O
1,543, 0.
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of 50%), to avoid widespread malnutrition or even mass starvation it might
be necessary to import food and, in later years, livestock on a large
scale. This, in turn, depends on the survival of port facilities, transportation, foreign suppliers and some source of foreign exchange.
In the
fIrst year it might be very hard to meet all of these requirements.
Port
fac:lites, in particular, are extremely vulnerable; practically all existing facilities in the CONUS could be destroyed by a hundred MT's or so,
appropriately distributed.
One possibility for obtaining foreign excharge
is that surviving U.S. consumer-goods industry might find export markets
to replace the internal market, but this would be fraught with difficulties
at best, and iould probably be impossible without active and substantial
government coLoeration. The prewar U.S. advantages of concentrated capital
resources, superior technology, automation and propinquity to a large homogeneous domestic market would very likely be lost or diminished and manufacturers would have to cope, at the very least, with shortages of all
sorts, uncertain transportation, probably exchange controls, and unfamiliar
markets. Another possibility is to export gold; however, this could only
be done by eliminating the gold backino of our currency and raising the
price*--which would undercut dollar holders and might actually favor the
Soviet Union (a major gold producer).
The third rand most likely course
would be to dispose of foreign investments, as Britain had to do to finance World War II.
The U.S. could probrably convert its overseas assets
into food for several years, if necessary, but aL the cost of foreclosing
other uses for this capital resource.
The same types of problems would arise, even if none of the .stored
surplus grain were damaged, if the existing surplus were substantially
furth~er reduced preattack by large exports, e.g., under P.L. 840 or by
a more "successful" agricultural policy.
(The fact that several successive administrations have failed to achieve this objective fully should
not obscure the fact that it contiiiues to be explicit national policy.)
It is quite conceivable that an aggressive but Foresighted Soviet Union,
contenplating a policy which might possibly escalate to nuclear war,
might start by buying up the U.S. agricultural surplus--at subsidized
prices--and converting it to a Sovi.r stoýý<p!le.
The potential Irony
of this situation is too grisly to dwei! or.
Without an effective active-passive defense, the number of casualties from a 10,000-MT (fission equivalent) attck might be much larger.
In fact, with malevolent targeting and current CD programs, from 50%
to 9f of the population might be imediate hostages (4epending on details).
In the worst case (907) most of the survivors would be in
rural areas; undoubtedly the majority would find a way to live through
the first winter, if necessary by slaughte-'"g Surviving animals and

"*'O0tIrwise, foreign dollar holdings end short-term credit exceed
our total gold reserve.
To refuse or suspend payment might invite retaliation such as seirurc of U.S. property.
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preserving the ..eat by primitive methods, e,.g., drying, salting or canning.*
The U.S. as an industrial-military power wnuld hardly recover from such a
If 507, of the population surdisaster in less than several generations.
vived but most of the urban property (including food) were destroyed, the
Surviving livestock would
inrnediate crisis would be extremely severe.
then constitute the main food reserve in the CONUS and, without enough
stored grain to keep many animals alive over the winter, large numbers
would have to be slaughtered and the meat somehow preserved within a few
The organization and execution of this operation would almost cerweeks.
ta;nily be one of the to, prccrity tasks facing a postattack governmen*.
Success or failure would make a tremendous difference, for ii the meat
could not be saved irn time (before aninmls di'ýd of disease, exposure or
starvation) the only way of feeding the population unti: the next harvest
would be by grain imports (assuming shipping and port facilities were
available and other countries had surplus supplies to sell) thereby probably--at the very least--dissipating a substantial fraction of valuable
U.S. assets abroad, which would be needed to finance rebuilding.

j

b.

Qptimized Radiological and Thermal AttacLS
Weight:

10,000 MT's (fission equivalent)

Season:

Winter or .prinj

Targets:

Mixed counterforce plus counter-environment; same areas
as in (a), but croplands are targeted with groundburst
weapons; watersheds get a mixture of groundburst and
ai rbursts.

The consequences of the attack would differ from (a) in that standing crops such as winter wheat would not be seriously damaged (except in
terms of surface conta-:ination) and stored foodstuffs would remain intact
except where the warehouse 3, or silos were located within the blast radii.
A high level of S-radiation on thte qround would very likely make
Decay and -meathering
farming lmpossi"le for at luast onL growing season.
Into
crevices in the soil,
particles
the
fallout
many
of
(which would wash
where the 0--emtssions would bo substantial!: shielded) should reduce the
Initial radiation level by four to five orders of magnitude by the time
of the next (e.g. fall) pianting.
The Iosi would be, at inost. one season's potential harvest (unless
other postattmick conditions further delayed the resumption of agriculture).
However, an entirely vegetarian diet (lacking even dairy products) may be
Mofiy animals vcIld
*Assmri'g animals survive tvtvOut as vvll as hu~ans.
be badly scorched and presunabiy many would rece;'•e lethel birns; others
would be prctected by topographical features. barns, or each ot.~'r. It ,ust
be noted, also, that cattle anri sheep wIld be sonc-what insvIated against
thlerrai flash by their hairy co'ts wHich wxild singe but,. i, general, not
burr, 'as;ly,,

-

l
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nutritionally inadequate, especially for a population under considerable
stress (not to mention the necessity of working very hard).
(See Appendix J.) Moreover, it would be undesirable for humans to consume (directly) grain, fruit or vegetables grown In heavily contaminated soil, due to
the hazard from Sr-90. Hence tfere would be a very strong motivation for
heavy dietary reliance as far a!, possible on meat and (decontaminated)
dairy products, even though animal foods are less efficient in terms of
Calories per acre. Tables 7-2 through 7-4 indicate some relevant cornpar isons.

Table 7-2
Ouantities of deat.

Poultry. Rp;rv Prouts. Grain Products

Consumed per Capita by ftrdcAns 115r4

Civilian Consumption
lbs.
er c•pita (carcass wt.)
Beef and Veal
Lamb and Mutton
Pork (excluding lard)
Eggs
Chicken
Turkey
Total Milk Products
Fish
Total

Equivalent
Poufds of Food+

81.4
14.8

870
715

67.6

383

352 eggs
28.9
6.3
679.0
10.5

197
166

33
740

Direct Human Consumption of Various Commodities in lbs. per Capita:
Sugar
Peanuts
Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes
Dry edible geans
Rice
Oats
Barley

96.4
4.7
101.0
7.4
7.7
5.2
3.5
1.0

Wheat: as flour
as breakfast cereals
Rye: as flour
Total Corn Prodticts
(Includes corn mael,
syrup, corn starch,
corn sugar, breakfast
cereal. hominy)
Total of Above

120.0
2.7
1.2
28.0

377

Figures for 1961 altered somewat; beef and veal 93.7 !b$.,
pork 62.2 lbs.. eggs 325, etc.
SModification using Table )-3.
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Table 7-3
Ee.d Equivalence of Animal Products5
Weight of Feed Required for 100-pound
WeiQht Gain
Chickens
Hogs
Beef Cattle
(partly grazed, partly grain fed)
Sheep and Lambs
(For each 100 pound live-weight
production, 18 pound of wool
was produced; grain feeds used
only for ewes)

302
571
1068
1490

Milk (1oo lb.)
Eggs (100)
(Approx.

log
56

II lb. wt. exc. shells)

Table 7-4
CwArisono

Various Fooý.?

Calorie
Prr<. '.". ion
f, fficienc'x
Ca /acre

Food Source

Cal/acre(wheat)

Protein
Production
Efficiency

____~sCjL a I

2*.•/Cal (wheat)

I
1.75
4
1
.7

Wheat
Corn
Potatoes
Sovbeans
Cabbage
Milk (cattle fed on Timothy,
meadow grass, rye grass,
alfalfa and forage)
Beef (range bred)

I
.87
.78
3.44
1.9

.85
(.04) very wide
variations

(pasture and hay)
Pork (corn fed)
Poultry (corn and soybeans)

1.6
1.6
1.6
(I)
(4.0)

(.25)

(.33)

"•Protein production efficien:ics are based on median yields and average cw"-rercial aninialt. By raising leaner inimals the Calorie production
efficiency would drop sharply and the ratio of protein to Calories would
consequcntly ri••.
Figures simply reflect the proteinifat ratic in eaet.
Figjures for whole -'iili% excludc- butterfat beyon!

are variable ± SO at

"qWII

4

.

"standard."

All figures
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The importance of stored surplus foodstuffs is likely ti- be two-tuid:
in addition to providing a margin of safety for short-tr.-ir teiti~n ~1cit
would facilitate conserving the maximum possible nubr of dtx's-str" etn,mals in order to maximize the rate of recovery of normal .cjricultvre and,
incidentally, amelhorate the long-term Sr-90 problem. In v~et. of th'S
dual consumption, a potential one-year food supply for the human popu:'-tioti might, in fact, last only a few months. To the extent that a-,a1-I
ablu supplies fall short of anticipated requirements, the goverrnmeiit would
be faced with the dilewmma of trading slart-tenm d~sutilitles for long-term
ones. The better this problem Is understood in advance, the Ic.-Cter the
chance of making the best of a d*fficult situation If and when *'Le tim~e
comes. There is, of course, a t-ird and still more disconcerting possibility: that fteds may be ln~tlally diverted to an~mal consumption (by
farmers and stockmen understandably anxious to protect a valuable surviving asset), but supplies prove inadequate or irrelevont to the purpose and animals subsequently die anyway, whether of "'alnutrltioe, delayed radiation effects, or epidemic disease.
The importance of this potential dilewiwa has not yet been generally
recognized: the most detailed and authoritative study of postattaci, agricultural economics6 assumes that one of the possible 1t daptatitw's to
increase postattack food production would be to divert feed gr..n consumption from livestock to the population. Actually, to the extent that stocks
of feed grain held on farms could be used for private purposes by farmners
and stockmnen and a free market is permitted to operate, and to the ri-tent
that the advantage of eating meat to minimize Sr-90 intake became widely
known, the likeliest eventuality would be exactly the revtrse: zerrnf
grains, including wheat, would be used t~l feed as many surqiivng animals
if all feed grains
as possible. This makes a tremendous difference:
were used to feed people, animal Calorie production would decrease by
about tvv-thirds, mostly at the expense of beet, pork and poultry, but
over-all Calorie producticn would almost dout a. On the other hairci, f
all cereal grains and root crops currently consumed directly by humans
were fed T~stead to dairyV cattle or poultry--the most efficient cc'x,'erters
of plant to animal Calories--meat production (excluding milk) would inr~e
by abnut half, but over-all Calcir: product ion would drop by about a thfi'i.
*Other things being equal. the most cffic~iett lo~arct of -liao
ries is mlilk. Cows, gr.Ling on average posture In the midwest, Gulf or
Atlantik states, produce about as many Calories per acre *-,w~ta ra-w
.1e%'
in the drier part of the wheat belt. Dairy Cattle consurW sox
ir-ef
miany Calories as they produce in the formi of milk, but dart ot
#
,&tl
`*:''.
(iciency ;t compensated by the fact that rvoninants ('.9.
and
theresy'iebiottic
Wbtctore
are able- to d'gest cellulose with the help of
fore can ut~ilze essentially ALIj of the abovvqround plant crop, ir~c!,%dnq
loof and stem cnatoriji,, in~teod of only th* seed or fruit. The over-ill
efficientcy for doir-y cattle r-un% around 35-I~f', as compored to co~rn. on
land of equiv41crint hasic Productivity. tffic'en6i!S 0" toef cattle art
dicest coliluose but. with
arouna~ AM~ on the sane basis. Pr...ltry dti rb
'Llse
to IQ' efficiency
sreentific eict cot'trof. t~rnil.-rs, i~ acle-rvr,

(3

ptld

E'f

frdPrOuAo

a)

-v
~ta,!cI-s

f

r'W
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The total number of Calories available to humans in the second case is
one-third the number in the first case, although the a,,ount of meat (not
counting dairy products) in the second case is more than twice as great.
It is true, of course, that the strontium-90 hazard is not an immediately lethal one. Adults, for example, may well be able to tolerate
relatively heavily contaminazed diets (e.g., 15,000 s.u.) $or several
years without running serious risks. During the first two or three years,
while the Calorie shortage is most acute, it might be possible et least
to find enough uncontaminated food to provide for the needs of infants,
nursing mothers and growing childrer.
Thn two large attacks analyzed by S.R.I. provide good iiiuAtrations
of the potential importance of the dilemma which has been sketched above.
(See Table 7-5.)
It is noteworthy thac in both attacks, regardless if assumed CD programs, acricultura! producion decreases more than surviving
The more fallout (and blast) protection the population has,
population
If t... Sr-90 hazard induced a
of course, the greater the discrepancy.
laroJ-sca]E diversion of cereal, root, and field crops to feed animals-partiLularly dairy cows and poultry--the survivins percefrtages for agricultural productior would be three times worse as shown by the adjoining
figures in parentheses.
Table 7-5

Counterforce(CF)
Attack
*

Measure
Wei ght:

Mixed Counterforce (CF)
.
ounteryalue(CV)

6
G.X

19%
3&G

livestock
survival

41%

27?/%

crop land
available

344

19%

25% (V.8.3%)
350/- (P.,l.7)

13% (...4.3%)
21% (.-.0%)

population
survival

agric:',ltural
production*

io protection
Y"avai lablia! protectio,,

n;rotection
I".available" protection

""The total nlumber of MT's (19,000 and 23,000) is misleading becaus2
these attacks were apparently caiculated on the basis of much lower value
T/i2 I-hrthan the "'magic number" assumed in Chapter I. The S.R.I.
of
attýacks 3re roughly equivalent to 6-7,000 MT's (fission) in term3 of radiologi.al eifecti.
"'Caiculated on the basis oi the diversion of feed grain to
direct
human consumption.
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A further comparison makes the point still clearer. Preattack population (100%) and preattack agricultural production (100%) could be said
to have the ratio unity. The postattack ratios in the four cases, assuming
the animal diet, are:
Table 7-6
Summarv ComlarLison
Attak

CF
CF
CF
CF

+
+

no protection
available protection
CV - no protection
CV -available protection

.Calories/ia.
Calories/cap.

(cooa
(preattack)

12.2%
13,3A
22.7%/i
18.3%

Even though the average American consumes
These figures are ominous.
around 3500 Calories per day*--whereas 2000 Cal./day might be sufficient
for a sedentary person and 3000 Cal./day for an active one--the gap evidently cannot be closed by belt-tightening or any combination of simple
efficlencies.
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that in the first few years
after a large attack it will not be gossible to feed the entire ooulatij.gj
on a iet relatively free of Sr-90 (i.e., a meat-milk diet), at least withOn
out undertaking heroic, uncertain and very expensive countermeasures.
the
needs
of
mnore
restricted
the
organization,
the other hand, woith proper
most vulnerable segment of the population (infants and chi!dren) can very
likely be met.
3.

Overv iw

The arguments presented in this chapter tend to support the conclusion that the crux of the environ•ental recovery problem Is to feed the
surviving population in the short run while preserving as arge a number
of domestic erimals as possible, as a 'ýmobilization base" tor subsequent
agricultural recovery. Among the reasons for stressing this are (I) the
fact that a vegetarian diet is likely to be nutritionally substandard*" and
(2) the fact that such a diet would compromise the pos3ibilit!es of miniFor larger attacks involving
mizing the Sr-90 hazard over the longer term.
substantial amounts of fallout over farmlands, the two objectives are to
some extent incompatible and postattack agrictltural policies may require
very hard decisions. Moreover, the consequences of indecision or a wrong
decision could be to waste feed grains on animals which will later die
anyway.
* Not counting e.•ports amounting to about 500 Cal./day/,erson.
**Unless extensive vitamin arnd mineral suppeierents are added.
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As we have suggested In Chapter V, one's notions about the social
disutility of an attack are most ner'rly satisfied by a non-linear function of fractional damage and a roughly linear function of recover-/ time.
1he least unsatisfactory of the several simplistic recovery models which
were analyzed Involved considering the recovery process in terms of a set
of discrete tasks, rank-ordered according to rel&tive priorities. Since
the setting of pr-iorities requires balancing a variety of disjoint interests, ranging from military to social to aesthetic, the question of criteria is non-trivial (Chapter V).
Without a well-defined set of criteria,
however, one cannot, even in principle, discuss recovery (or disutility) in
quantitative terms. However, for large attacks employing groundburst weapons (barring rverwhelming postattack military commitments, e.g., to defense
of Europe or the CONUS from invasion), it is not unreasonable to suggest
that steps to ameliorate the short vs. long-term dilemmra would generally
be rated toward the top of the list.*
The cost and potential effectiveness of various types of countermeasures is clearly an issue of the first
Importance.
In the following chapter we will examine some of the possible
ways of ameliorating the situation, both preattack and postattack.
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CHAPTER Vill
COUNTERMEASURES

In this chapter we shall list and discuss a number of measures which
might be taken either before or after an attack, primarily to ameliorate
the short-vs. long-tern "squeeze" outlined previously, and secondarily to
minimize some of the other potential postattack environmental problems which
have been alluded to. The various approaches would probably be undertaken
in combination, so that they should not be thought of as mutually exclusive
alternatives.
However, for what it is worth, they are listed roughly according to o.
stimate of the cost-effectiveness, i.e., the cheapest, most
effective measures first.
1. Land Classification
Land might be graded according to level of contamination.
The most
contaminated land (e.g. above .1 KT/m; 2 ) cc'ld be .. -porarily retired--i.e.
placed in a "soil bank"--and the owners or occupiers encouraged to relocate elsewhere, perhaps at government expense. To the extent that industrial markets exist, contaminated land may be used to grow non-edible crops
such as fiber, oil, or timber.
An alternative, which would probably be preferred (indeed necessary)
in the case of large attacks, would be to designate all heavily contaminated land as exclusively for the production of animal feeds, assuming
enough livestock had survived the attack or could be imported from other
parts of the world to utilize the resulting production.
If the attack were not a massive one it is quite conceivable that by
judicious re-allocation on the above basis total agricultural productioii
could be maintained at a level not far below the current one. On the
other hand if the attack is so !arge, or so deliberately aimed at agricultural productivity, that little or no land remains free of contamination,
the consequences could be a severe food shortage. Stockpiles and imports
would be of critical importance in such a case.
See Sections 5 and 6.
The efficiency of a classification system would depend to some extent
on the smallest discrete land unit which can be effectively handled by the
damage assessment system. Thus, if testing and enforcement facilities are
scarce ;t may initially be necessary to deal uniformly with whole counties
This would result in over-all inefficiencies, as
or groups of counties.
well as individual hardships, since an entire county might have to be
treated as would befit the most heavily contaminated fields within it.
(This suggests that a capability for extensive and rapid postittack radioactive monitoring of rural areas may be an effective countermeasure.)

%0
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2.

Food Classification

It might be possible to cause foods to be labeled by the processor
or distributor under government supervision according to level of Sr-90
contamination. Two basic options would be open: (I) if the problem were
not too severe, the free market might be allowed to determine the prices
of the foods in the various categories, resulting in a higher retail price
for the less contaminated foods. This would encourage farmers and food
processors to actively seek methods of decontaminating foods, and to fully
(2) If the general level of conexploit the least contaminated sources.
Such a
tamination were higher, a rationing system might be desirable.
system might rest 'ict the least contaminated foods for consumption by
pregnant or nurs. g mothers, irfants and young children.
The first option might be relatively inexpensive in terms of direct
government expenditures, but higher costs would be likely for consumers
of relatively uncontaminated food. The second option would involve the
considerable adi,.inistrative expense of a rationing system with suitable
provision for enforcement, and of course the likelihood of some "black
marketing" with its associated social costs in terms of demoralization and
corruption. On the other hand, where enforcement is successful, the overall impact on the economy may be somewhat stultifying.
A third option which would probably be combined with either (I) or
(2) is to simply restrict the uses of certain foods to animal consumption
if the supply of relatively safe foods is sufficient,
or Industrial use.
this technique if used alone would have the social advantage of not discriminating on the basis of ability to pay, and not requiring cumbersome
rationing machinery. However, the penalty would be that infants and
children would suffer the worst effects, i.e., the young would be discriminated against.
3.

Food Decontamination

An ion-exchange process for removing Sr-90, Sr-85, 1-131, and other
isotopes from liquid milk has been developec by several research organizations, notably tonics Corporation (Cambridge, Mass.) , the Dairy Products
Division of USDA (Beltsville, Md.), and R.A. Taft Engineering Center of
The process may achieve 90-95% efficiency
the U.S. Public Health Service.
or better on a large-scale basis, at a direct (preattack) cost estimated
1
to b-• one cent per quart or less.
Certain other foods, such as fruit or vegetable juices and purdes,
may possibly be decontaminated by similar techniques although existing
Citrus and other tree fruit juices, tomato
technology is inadequate.
juice, grape juice or wine, and beer would be especially appropriate for
such treatment, especially since leafy vegetables (principal sources of
vitamins A and C) may be hard to decontaminate and therefore undesirable.
It is not clear that ion-exchange processes will necessarily work efficiently in these cases, however.
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The potential importance of decontaminiated milk (if dairy herds survive) and juiced fruits or vegetables in the postattack world is suggested
by the fact that leafy vegetables and fruits currently supply about 73% of
dietary ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and milk products supply about 7%. The
same groups supply 48% of dietary vitamin A, while milk products (excluding butter) supply a further 14%. In contrast, grain products--our principal stored food surplus--provide essentially no v!tamin C and less than
1% of dietary vitamin A.2
Costs can only be based on the current eatimates for milk alone. A
plant costing $1 million would supply 500,000 people at the rate of 100
quarts per year per person. The needs of the whole population could be
accommodated for an outlay of roughly $.5 billion. To handle fruits and
vegetables as well might double this tigure. Spread over five years or
so, the indicated outlays would ieem to be roughly in.line with the level
of expenditures currently being contemplated in connection with "extensive'
CD programs ($15 billion/year) or conceivably with "moderate" programs
($5 billion/year). 3
If the food decontamination progrim wero to be put into effect in the
postattack world on a "crash" basis, .he costw; might be much higher to the
extent that there were comoetinj high priority req.iirements for the same
resources and skil.s, and because of the inevitable inefficiencies engendered by haste. At best, several years would probably elapse before all
milksheds could ba covered; on the other hand, the most contaminated areas
could receive attention first. A series of prototype plant. and possibly
a postattack 'm'ocilization base" wo Id be cheaper and reduce time delay
later.
4.

Land Decontaminaticn or Prc.ection

If farm lands were heavily contaminated with Sr-90, classification
and food decontamination might not in themselves be sufficient. On the
other hand, land decontamination would certainly be very expensive. Th.,
simplest procedure--where appropriate--is the addition of lime to acid
soils. This may reduce Sr-90 uptake by factors )f 3-4 In excepiona!
it is not applicable everycases, but more typically by a few per cent.
where.
A second technique is tc plant deep-rooted crops sich as alfalfa,
since the Sr-90 is usuall) confined near the surface. Alternatively, It
is sometimes feasible to "deep plow" and disperse the Sr-90 through a
greater depth of soil, and tnen plant shallow-rooted crops. Again, 25%50% reduction is about as much as can reasonably be expected by this
means.
These techniques are only useful, io any case, to the extent that
crop distribution patterns may be conveniently rearranged for the purpose.
A more dra'stic method is to strip off a layer of topsoil (or a disposable
"cover crop" such as sod) and carry it away. A reduction factor of about 10
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is attainable if the stripping is done promptly before plowing and planting. The technique is also obviously expensive and wasteful of valuable
topsoil.
Only In areas where the soil is relatively deep and fertile (e.g.,
Iowa and Illinois) would the technique seem to be economic.
An interesting possibil .ty has einerged as a result of recent experiments with Sr-85 in Denmark.
The basic method is to mix certain inorganic
fertilizers (such as calcium dihydrcgen phosphate, potassium dihydrogen
phosphate or "super phosphate") into the soil and apply a heat treatment.
Extractability of strontium ions decreases sharply to as little
as 1% of
the original value as a functio, of the 1cmperature (up to 10000 C.) and
the length of time of the treatment (up to 24 hours).
Even with no chemical additives and only half-hour heating, at 800a C. the solubility was
reduced to 3% as compared to 93r initially.
However, humus and organic
mratter in the heated layer would be destroyed.
The mineral residue would
have to be mixed with the deeper layLrs of -,oil :o prevent it from blowing away with the first wit.d after the heat treatment.
it is just barel.- conceivabl.k that such a proccss could be developed
to the point where contaminated top.oil .ould be continuously stripped,
treated and returned to pryJuctivity w;t,p the radiostrontium in insoluble
forn. The primar, advantage of heat t'e.tintj soil on the spot and immediately returning It wo,,lI
be a modclt -,nvinq in the cost of transportation to and from the disposal 'ites .4110ch %-iuldut',erwise be needed, plus
the cost of land for the sites themn.el%..,, wti..n could easily amount to
10-20% of total f;,rm area.
In iddi'ion, the re• irned inorganic mineral
soil would have some (slight) fertiliziog value.
To clear topsoil to a
depth of 2 inches from a single 160 acre "erm (I/4 mi 2 ) means transporting 42,000 cubic yards o, materiil at G presumed cost close to $.15 per
cubic yard (even if tne aistance moved Is relatively short--say to the
edge of the field).
A bulldozer or scrdper and a tractor-towed mobile
heat treatment plant milhc handle th:- Job.
Extensive land decontamination
seems likely to b. quite expten-,iv. . On the basis of current estimates
such as are given above, costs of $40-S45 per acre seem Indicated.
This
is comparable with the basic price of Ind In some of the less fertile
or drier regions ard would cc. tamnly add significantly to over-all land
costs.
it would mean an outlay of rhe o.rder of- ,$4 billion If 100,000,000
acres were Involved (15-20% of the arable land in the U.S.).
This expendIture is about 10% of the agriculture sector of the GNP in recent years.
Roughly $100,000 worth of equipnent (scrapers, tractors and tires) woYld
be "used up," or totally depreciazed, in scraping 6400 acres or 10 ml
to
a depth of 2 Inches.
The basic equipment cost alone would be S15-$16 per
acre, or roughly $1.5 billion at preattack prices.
In a Postattack economy such equipment would be needed for numerous other urgent tasks, such
as rubble clearing, and would therefore be proportionately more valuable
than preattack.
Unless the government subsidized all decontamination, the
cost of food production (including amortization and capital costs) would
certainly rise and many farmers would find themselves in a credit squeeze.
Worse, the cost of decontamination, at so much per acre, regardless of productivity would mean that low-yield lands might become une,.onomic to farm
at all while more productive regions would not, resulting In a severe dislocation of the rural economy.
in this case, less productive acres might
go out of production, leading to further indirect food price increases because of shrinking supply.
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An attractive possible supplement, or even alternative to the above
would be to protect the soil before the attack (during a period of intense
crisis) by covering it with a very thin polyethylene film which could subsequentty be rolled up and disposed of. Since the film Is iufficiently porous to transmit water vapor, it is possible for seeds to germinate and grow
under it, much as in a hothouse.
Such films are commonly sold and used for
mulching purposes today* at prices equivalent to roughly $100/acre for .0015"
film.
It is possible that further developments in the technology, larger
scale purchasing and production, and/or the use of thinner fMlms might cut
the price to a level competitive with scraping and rfemoval of soil. Since
no topsoil would be lost, and the decontamination would be nearly 100% efficient (rather than 90%, which Is about tops for a .erhanlcal process), the
use of protective films has much to recommend It even at the higher crrce,
especially for hiqhly produc:tlve "premiuma"
land such as the irr!g=ted fields
in Arizona and California.

5. Stockpiles
Several sorts of stockpiles should be considered: their relative
utility depends somewhat on the specific threat. The existing store of
surplus foodscuffs owned or held as security for crop loans by the Commodity
Credit Corporation as shown in Table 8-1 would be roughly sufficient to feed
the entire population of the U.S. on a 3,000 Cal./day diet for about one
year.
Table 8-1

Stocks 5

Cinomditv Credit Corg.

Total
Potential

CCC. owned bushels
(Thousands)
6As of March 31
Wheat (10. bran)
Corn
Sorghum (6! bran)
Oats (203 bra,.)
aarley (207/ bran)
Dry Sk, iMilk

AS
829,277
1,327.G61
660,564
98,224
43,450

640,809
693,495
551.373
30.c34
20,889

Pounds
Calories
(millions) (billions)
As of March 31
38.400
37,400
30.900
980
1.050
209.9

57.600
59,800
46.400
I,470
1.570
345

The above f icures reflect a substantial (-. 50%) decrease since the peak
(roughly 1961). as indicated by the following figures for CCC owned stocks:

*By Du Pont Co., Gering Plastics Co.
and by Visqueen Div. of Ethyl Corp.

(Oiv. of

oftnsanto Chemical Co.)

"•Asstuning 1600 Cal./lb. for corn and an average of 1500 Cal./lb. (allowinr' for some indiqestible bran) ;n the rougher whole grains. Ory skim milk
conrtains 1643 CaL/lb.

ffvwv

ý

lo,

"

-

--
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Corn (as of Jan.l)

Wheat (as of July I)

thousands of bu.

.housdnds of hu.

1961

i,448,ooo

1.205.000

1962
1963

1,216,000
958,000

1,093,000
:,115,000

794, 000
693,000

1904

n.a.
830,000 (est.)

(March 1)

There are other substantial food stocks not included in the above
table, including livestock, inventories of processed food and inventories
of unprocessed food• held by food processors and others. The USDA has es-

timated that ther.ý were about 11.5 days' food per person in retail (1962
est.) and 16 days' in wholesale (1963 est.) inventories, plus 7 days' in
homes. T here .Xre also about 64 days' supply in -anufacturers' stocks as
6
of 1958.** These figures are not likely to have changed much.
The diet which the existing food stockpiles would nake possibie is
analyzed in Table 8-2.
As the table shows clearly, such a diet probably
would be inadequate unless it would be supplemented by the addition of
certain elements, notably vitamins A, 82 (riboflavin), 812 and C, plus
calcium--which are extremely scarce or absent in grain.
To obtain maximum benefit from the U.S. "Calorie Stockpile," therefore, It would probably be worthowhile to purchase and warehouse the necessary quantities of supplemental synthetic vitamins and calcium to make
possible a reasonably balanced diet for the survivors. Otherwise resistance to infection and capacity to work would be drastically decreased,
diseases of malnutrition such as scurvy might be widespread, and actual
starvatio,i night occur in some cases.
In 1963 U.S. production of synthetic ascorbic acid (vitamin C) was
7,851,000 pounds at a unit value of about $2.09 per pound. 7 Assuming a
minimum daily requirement of 50 milligrams, one year's production would
suffice to provide a one-year resource supply for the entire population.
Assuming the industry is operating at 80Y of capacity, such a stockpile
could be built tp ov,.r a Nive-year period for about $16 million dollars.
The amount needeJ rmight actually be some~what less, assumini current inventories would be available at the time of the attack.
Vitamin A product on in 1963 was 498,908 billion USP units worth
$50 per billion units."

Daily requir:ments are 5000 units of which a

dietary deficit of 3500 must ie rtade up; hence a full year's reserve supply for the whole Population 'I equivalent to about 6 months' productu'.i.
Again assuming Z20 excess productive capability, a stockpile woud take
2-1i2 years to accumulate and would cost about $l8 million.
*802'` of
'bi/

skich are in citie•.

of wh;ch ire in sktanrd-ird ri.stropolitan area% with

40•000 manufactir;nq employcv"

V. .

.

...

_.

-• ;,

.

.•

-,

1

"ore than
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Table 8-2

J.022 Cal./Person/al Di et Based on Exis ting Stockpild Grains
35% Wheat Grain
37% Corn Meal
28% Sorghun Grain

fMiaJ

.aul ntI* RatiOs Total Riet

J;
Infants

.n

&n

TnI2l
.
QM SorLhtI

Whea

ilyh

MR

lb x 54.5

Food Energy
(Cals.)

1056

1078

830

2964

3000

2.00

Calcium (g)

.131

.068

.07

.269

.8

.8

Phosphorus

1.177

.830

.718

2.725

.3

.3

10.4

6.5

11

27.9

10

12

Potassium (g) 1.184

.880

.875

1.939

1.5

1.5

3

1519

0

1519

5000

5000

1500

0.3

Thiamine (g)

1.75

1.15

.95

3.85

1.5

1.1

.4

2.5

Riboflavin

.384

.372

.375

1.13

1.8

1.5

.5

0.6

Niacin (Mg)

'3.7

6.8

9.75

30.25

20

17

6

1.5

0

0

0

0

75

70

30

Protein (g)

41.9

27.6

27.5

97

70

58

Lysine (g)

1.2

.89

.72

81

.8

.

•

.6

.57

.4•

Cystirne (o)

.92

.40

.44

,Ir

Trvptophan t.)

.54

.18

.27

99

(9)
Iron (mg)

Vitamoin 4

(i.u. )

(.9)

Ascerbic Acid

(Mg)

Methioni
( g)

3,000 Cal.

Diet Contains:

I.I

1.6

9.0

8SO Cal.

2.0

0

lb x 1.5

1.4

ratio of

Wvsinj

2.81
(etryptlph:n
)i
4 1

.j
cy t i
cy'tmne &
trofo

J>.25

i

a- .7

lb w 11.2

~

d,

34•3

3

(Ideal: 3)

at a 320 gm

w .69 lb a It. 04 o* a 310 g.
Sorqhum a .56 lb * 8.96 *a , 250 go

*MR'S for ran age 45*. wen age 45 end inftnts 2-6
**In a diet containing no cy'tqne.
is not consiered essential L*-.
.-

2.9

5

o

1050 Cal. v~eot
IlIC Col, Cor

0.33

.600

r1

.2-)

1

so%.

cwtine is convertible to methinnine but
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Synthetic vitamin B2 (riboflavin) production in 1963 was 577,000 lbs.,
worth $10.70 per pound. Minimum daily requiremenvt' are about 1.8 mg., of
which about 1.1 are prov~ded by the mixed gra~n diet and the remainder must
be supplied separately. For the whole population, this deficit amounts to
about lo5 lb. per year, which is equ~ivalent to about 1-month's normal production. Based on 1963 prices, the cost of such a stockpile would be about
$1 million. The cost of a 812 stockpile is hard to estimate because minimun dally requirements are unknown. If we assume - 2 m'crogr'-ms/capi ta/day,
a 1-year stockpile could be obtal,'ed for about $3 mýJllon (2-months' normal
production).
Calcium a
nate production in 1963 was 608,000 lbs., worth $.60 per
lb. Minimum a~.
-,equirements of calciumtare about 0.8 grams of which only
one-thutd is suppliled by the mixed grain dteit. A supplement of about 0.5 9m.
(calcium) or 5.5 gm., of calcium gluconate per capita per day must be provided.
A reserve svpply of LCaiciimi gluconate for a fjil year would be expensive and
bulky: approximatelIy 109 lb. (more than 1000 years' normal production).
worth $600,000,000 at current prices. However the compound ;s intrinsically
cheap and easy to produce, and given su~ch a requ;rement, i . couild certainly
be manufactured relatively quickly and mn4.jh more c:i.
Inorganic calciumi compounds such as calcium phosphate or calcium carbonatf.; (lime) may
also be utilized in an emergency, so that the mii-c.al can probably be supplied In some for'.--if not the most palatable--even if no preattack preparations are undertaken. However there would seem to be sound arguments
for stockpiling enough calcum gluconate, or !ts equivalent, for a month or
sc-. An alternative worth considering, perhaps in a period cof intef'se crisis,
would be to divert some current dairy production to building tp a supply of
dry skim nilk---useful not only as a source of calcitn but for protein also.
Another category of stockpile it-ems worth considering migt-t bt agricultural Inputs. In the case of perhaps greatest concern, a massive attack
Involving a large number of groundburst .4eapons and correspondingly heavy
fallout, a very large number of farm animals might be radiation casualtles.
Others might have to be slaughtered because of shortages of feed. To miniinize the po~stattack Sr-90 hazard it wtould be' imperative to reb-uild dair-y
liords, In particular, as quickly as possible. Ideally one would wish to
concentrate on the best purebrc' ý,rains of livestock, for tht simple reason that & chamion milk cow canaraiduce more than six times as much milk
in a season as the U.S. Overage.
if current supptia~s are inadequate It
would req,,re considerable socrifice to divert the best cown frm milk nrrijuction for purposes of calving. The utility of the sacrifice weould be
m-oximized, however, if each sqch cow. :ould be bred with a blue ribbon bull.
Hence a stockpile of (frozen) sperm from tinamion bu.ls~ suit~bit for a&rtificial Insemination could be an extzraoirdinarily valuable h~gN-lIverm;# asset
In the postattack wcorld. A supply of sPer" costing a few willi.w dollars
at prtwar market prices. suitably subdivided into ootim*^ "doses" might

*Although the federal wovernivent eight have to build the plart.
"~The single seAson record 'or ope cow in the U.S. is *are than 44-.0
ibs. of milk, where-as, the average ir. around 7000 lbs. per animal, and the
average for registered (purebred) h-trds is aeb:ut 12,000 lbs. per an~imal.
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conceivably makce a difference of 50% or more (depending on the status of
surviving breeding stock) In the speed of recovery of dairy production,
although this is a difficult conjecture to substantiate without considerable
study. Such a supply might be accumulaLed relatively quickly, e.g." in a
severe cvisis.
Other agricultural ;nputs would be much more expensive to stockpile,
but the numbers ar- of interest:
Table 8-3
Cost of I year Stockpile, 1962)9

input

.4

Pesticides
Seed
Crtv;

Z~

500 million
539 million
1,54

r,

Li me
Vehicle operation,
Iinc. fueI
Feed

1111.

<3,241 million
5,470 milli'ýn

Utility
420%

+ 17A
25,4

*',exctfig.
n.a.
+ 50% (animal proeluction oniy)

The potential utility, in terms of ifmproved agriculural performance
(beyond what *would be exp;t-ted otherwise) is given as a percentage In .ht
last col umn, I ic!. is based on the results of the SRI study of postattack
farm prob lems," assuming for purrnues of 3rgument that none of these inp-_au
would otherwise survive. The above costs are probably somewhat: exaggerated
for two reasons: s*7A supplies of all of these inputs would certainly be
available even in the first year; moreover, probably three-quarters of the
benefit could be had for half thie cost by careful allocation. Nevertheless,
e*--n without anima~l feed, the expaciditure involved would be rather Iapressiv:several billion dollars.
An interesting measure of comnparative cost-effectiveness is 'he dollar
cost for each I per cen't of postattack agricultural improverient.
Pesticides
Fool
SeO"
Vert~i'er

-~$25

<30
$
-

million
(o~c~t figurts *jnoavillble)

$30
i

&nd Line

On the be.i.s o7 this list Ott best candidates for stockrdlM"~ vAod be fuel
ofi ;'--ficioes, olthou# the diffr*ren~s ate not particularly draimatic.
Another sort of 'Istociwi 16" worth di scussi ng would be o. subtl1,4izcd
f ishihg mndustry capable of supplying a really stobstant101 -proportl~oft of
*If the loss would be -V. c*0#red to Pr*#ttgc-k, th* Pstivtack'
Ultlity of a i-year stockpile would be *~
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the diet.
Since the average person in the U.S. consumes only 10 5 pounds
of fish per year--much of it importaJ from abroad or from Alaska--compared
to about 90 pounds of red meat, 352 eggs and 679 pounds of dairy products
(see Chapter VII, Table 7-2), it is clear that the magnitude of the investment required to make a substantial difference in the role of fish would be
enormous.
In addition, the major commercial fishing grounds, such as the
Grand Banks off Newfoundland, and the waters of the Humboldt current in the
Pacific, are extremely well-fished already.*
Nevertheless, as the major
naval power in the world, the U.S. might conceivably find multiple uses for
such a fishing fleet (as the Russians obviously do) which would help justify
the considerable cost.
It is very difficult to be quantitative ahout the
cost of the program for several reasons, but--apart from capital outlays-one rather susp,'rts it would be at least comparable to the wheat support
program in magnitude, i.e., in the billions of dollars per year.

6.

Imports

Essential agricultural commodities which have not been stockpiled and
cannot be produced domesti:ally in sufficient quantity would have to be imported, assuming, of course, that shipping ana port facilities are available.
It is relevant to consider the likely foreign sources of such imports.
There are only a few countries in the world with exportable surplus
agricultural production.
The European countries (e.g. France, Denmark) are
excluded from the following on the grounds that their trade is essentially
entirely within Europe which, altogether, is a net Importer of food.
The most portable (q-!antity) foodstuffs are grain and dry skim milk.
The following table shows the annual production in the six major "surplus"
countries, together with the comparison with current U.S. production:
Table 8-4
.1962 Production in Thousands of Metric Tonsi1

Wheat

Corn
Oats
Rice

Australia

Arent~ina

8,353

5,020
4,360
487

178

Cnda

N.Zea/and

Uruuav

Total
Compared
-to U.SS.

-

15,392

251

452

1.0

813
7,612

206

.06
.62

178

5,650

-

27
-

Rye

-

163

-

306

-

-

.45

Barley

890

345

-

3,612

92

35

.52

Soybeans

-

-

350

180

-

-

6,768

4,483

.03

5,464

8,764

751

.55

Milk

1,067
135

5,413

-

77

2.06

The significant column is the last one.
It shows that total production
of wheat in the six countries together is about equal to U.S. production.
If U.S. wheat, about half of which is exported, were removed from the world
*The Russian, Norwegian, Icelandic, Japanese, British and Peruvian fleets
are particularly active.
The bitterness of some recent quarrels over offshore
limits (Peru vs. U.S., Britain vs. Iceland, etc.) testifies to the intensity
of competition.
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market'., it is :;afe to say that outside production could scarcely meet the
demand from other countries, e.g. Europe and the Communist Bloc, without
Prices would certainly rise drastically,
providing for shipments to the U.S.
quite possibly by a factor of five or ten (or 100), as a world glut was
The possibility of importinstantaneously converted into a world shortage.
ing substantial quantities of other grains, e.g., for animal feeds, can be
Total corn production in the six countries
virtually dismissed completely.
The situation with soybeans
all together amounts to only about 6% of U.S.
rye the disparity is not so
and
barley
In the case of oats,
is even worse.
any worthwhile fraction
replacing
of
hope
no
is
extreme, but obviously there
there is essentially
Similarly
sources.
of iost U.S. production from foreign
in amounts suffiform,
in
any
no possibility of importing dairy products,
for only 55% of
account
the six countries in toto
cient to be meaningful:
smnal!er.
much
clearly
are
surpluses
Exportable
production.
the U.S.
As regards possibilities

of importing livestock to provide a meat diet

and rebuild depleted herds or flocks,
notably better:

the situation is slightly but not

Table 8-5
Head12
1962 Livestock Numbers in Thoxisands of

Australia

Argentirna

Prazil

Canada

N. Zealand

Cattle

18,033

43,300

76,176

10,940

6,598

Sw;ne

I,65?•

3,075

50,051

5,138

686

Sheep

157,712

47,300

19,M63

984

48,981

Urugua

8,835
22,300

Total
Compared
to U.S.
1.64

1.05
9.5

To replace only half of the 100.000,000 cattle in the U.S. ould require
about one third of the herds in the six meat exporting nations (mostly from
Argentina and Brazil, where diseases soch as bovine TB and hoof-and-mouth
If the purchases ware spread over several
are still a serious problem).
any
case because of lack of shipping--the
years--probably necessary in
impact would be somcwhat less acute, but prices would nevertheless certainly react sharply upward, possibly dotibling or more.
For various reasons, includinj Intrinsic Inefficiencies in converting plant to animal Calories (e.g. as compared to poultry), and domestic
shortages of feed grain, large-scale importing of live pigs seems unlikely/
However, since pigs produce large litters, numbers can be built up comparatively quickly if and when feed bercoiaes plentiful,
There is a possibility of replacing cattle to some slight extent by
sheep. They require no special feeding, and can forage successfully on
Other countries, particularly
less productive pastures than cattle.
have
much larger standing populaAustralia, New Zealand and Argentina,
tions than the U.S. On the other hand it must be remembered that it takes
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something like 11 sheep to equal one steer in terms of meat--whence
100,000,000 beef cattle are equivalent to the order of one billion sheep.
There is no standing population anywhere in the world with numbers of this
magnitude, even if the animals could be shipped.
The major open question is to what extent, or at what price level,
world production (outside the U.S.) could expand to meet higher demands.
If one estimates simply on the basis that U.S. Calorie production is about
10% of the world's total, it ;s t:ot implausible at first sight that production elsewhere could easily expand (or consumption shrink) to take up
For various reasons this seeins too simplistic and too optimisthe slack.
Major food producers (on an absolute basis) like China
tic a viewpoin
and India would .terally have to starve their own people to sell any subSome governments might conceivably be
stantial amount of food to the U.S.
willing to do this, up to a point, if the price were high enough, but this
seems a thin source of support, at best. Britain, Germany, Japan and other
highly industrialized European countries are not self-supporting in food
production (despite a strong political motivation to achieve self-sufficiency)
even though some of them artificially support prices above the world level.
In most non-European countries, other than the six named, production is
mainly organized on.a traditional tribal or semi-feudal basis which would
be extremely difficult to alter quickly without forcibly dispossessing the
resident farmers.* Under present conditions it is not clear that food production in these areas is parti:ularly sensit-ve to price levels; farmers
using primitive or traditional methods would, ,n general, be unable to plant
more acreage or otherwise increase output markedly without employing modern
Their reluctechnology or having it somehow imposed on them from witnout.
tance to embrace new techniques is probably to a large extent independent
of cash income.
In any case the methods used in American agriculture require substantial working capital and a well-developed local infra-structure
including transportation, fuel, electric power, specialized skill, storage
and processing facilities, credit, a commodity exchange, a distribution
system, a stable currency, an enlightened tax system, a reasonably literate
and mobile labor force, weather forecasting, disaster insurance, and so
forth. These things can only be exported gradually (and painfully) if at
all.
Even if the skilled people (e.g.,U.S. expatriates) were available and
the political environment were favorable, the other essential components
would take many years and enormous effort to build up.
/
it is almost inThe conclusion of this discussion seems inevitable:
conceivable that major U.S. deficits (-. 50%) either of grain or livestock
could be made up quickly or easily by means of imports. World surplus production outside the U.S. is simply too small to take up the slack. The
inevitable consequence (barring massive government Intervention) of the
U.S. entering the world market as a big buyer, rather than as the biggest
seller, would be a spectacular, if possibly temporary (a few years), rise
in prices which would be passed along the line to diimestic as well as
foreign consumers. That this would severely reduce the U.S. postattack
SGNP is heuristically clear, although quantitative estimates of the interaction would require a rather deep economic analysis which cannot be undertaken here.
*Excluding the output of plantations run by Europeans which are, however,
largely devoted to such commodities as tea, coffee, rubber, bananas, copra,
cocoa, sugar cane, etc.--each of which represents a long-term investment.
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Protection for Animals

In view of the potential importance of animals it, postattack agriculture, especially if many weapons have been groundburst, it is worth
considering whether there are any plausible means of providing some artificial protection against fallout.
Apart from extensive and inordinately
expensive shelter construction programs, the possibilities appear to be
limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

making optimum use of such shelters as already exist (e.g. barns),
protecting these structures as far as possible against fires or
other threats,
enhancing their PF's by available expedients such as spnd-bagging
and covering windows,
stocking them with food and water.

Although these measures are not very sophisticated, it is clear that
The basic
they may make a great deal of difference In some circumstances.
principles of radiation exposure control for animals are not unlike those
which would be applicable to shelters fo. humans, and costs and logistics
can be analyzed in fairly similar terms. 3 The subject could be discussed
at very great length, but the most important point can probably be made
without going into such detail:
if the general level of fallout is such
that an unprotected animal would receive a do!e of less than, say, 15CO R
then improvement factors of 3 or 5 could be crucial.
If the general level
is higher, on the other hand, it Is probably not worthwhile taking serious
risks.
It would be extremely important to know, in time, which situation
prevailed.
In the first case, a farmer would have to estimate, as best he
could, the trade-offs between increasing his own cumulative dose by emerging
from shelter to care for the livestock in his barns, and the more Immediate
economic costs of losing animals which might otherwise survive through
exposure, thirst or starvation.
In the second case, a farmer would be
better advised to write off his livestock as probable losses, and concentratc on protecting himself and his family as well as possible. The more
accurate the information available, the less chance there would be of
incurring unnecessary humai, or animal casualties.
Hence it is very possible that the cheapest, highest "leveraes," countermeasure would be simply
the provision of adequate information.14
Beforehand, e.g., during a preattack period of tension, this would
probably amount to an intensive educational drive to increase general
understanding of the nature of fallout and ways of increasing existing

PF's both for the farmer and his family and for his livestock.

Subsequently,

it would be important to provide supplemental Jata perhaps by radio, on the
extent of the local radiation hazards.
A simple direct-reading portable
instrument which would record the cumulative dose for each individual moving
about, and for several fixed locations (e.g. in the barns) would be still
more valuable in enabling people to judge the ext :ný to which it is safe to
carry out normal functions.
Apart from the somewhat banal remark that Information Is intrinsically
fairly cheap, it seems inappropriate to comment further here on the question
of costs.
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8.

Synthetic or Quasi-Synthetic Diets

The ultimate in decontamination procedures would be to produce all the
essential nutrients for human life by industrial chulmicaI methods which
would permit absolute elimination of unwanted elements such as radi-strontium
Synthetic diets, in experimental quantities, cost around
and radio-cesium.
$12 per person per day.* Production in quantities large enough to feed the
entire U.S. population (or even a sizable fraction thereof) at prices which
most people can afford to pay would require many years or even decades of intensive development.
A possible compromise would be to cultivate single-celled microOne possibility which has received
organisms in controlled environments.
a considerable amount of attention in connection with the space program is
the photosynthetic green alga Chlorella pyrenoidosa, which can be grown in
a medium containing only inorganic salts.Is Algae can in principle be used
directly as human or animal food, although the protein is riot easily digestible and is deficient in the sulfur-containing amino acids, methionine and
cysti ne.
It can be
Brewers' yeast is another possible quasi-synthetic food.
grown in an aqueous medium containing carbohydrates or sugars such as glucose or sucrose with the addition of small amounts of phosphoric acid and
The required sugars can be obtained from black-strap molasses, or
ammonia.
produced on a large scale fron starch or raw cellulose by simple chemical
means, e.g., boil;rig irn dilIte acid. The fermentation technology Is further
advanced than alga-culture and, of course, brewers' yeast is used in the
Beer
making of beer as well as in special dietary foods such as Metrecal.
tanks can be converted into yeast propagation tanks by the relatively simple installation of perforated aeration tubes in the bq tom, and provision
of ducts to remove the air from the top of the vessel." 0 It is quite possible that surviving brewiries could be put to work after an attack producing high protein yeast as a food supplement rather than beverages. The
attractive feature of the scheme is that assorted "green stuff," too contaminrted by various radio-nuclides for humans to consume directly, could
be converted to soluble carbohydrates and sugars, decontaminated by means
of cheap ion-exchange processes, and then used as a basis for re-creating
the protein which is essential to life. Brewers' yeast is fairly easy to
digest (after an initial adjustment period) although relatively unpalatable.
Recent research suggests the poss;bility of a different fermentation
approach, namely to cultivate micro-orgarisms in heavy petroleum fractions.
Assuming the necessary trace elements are supplied, petroleum hydrocarbons
can be reconverted into edible protein concentrates with an efficiency of
close to 50%. The process has been under development since 1957 in France
It has not yet reached the commercial stage, but is conand elsewhere.
sidered so promising that large investments are currently being made in
Protein produced by fermenting petroleum
expanding the research effort.
is a potentially valuable complement to the vegetable-proteins discussed
above, i.e., they are rich in sulfur-containing amino acids but poor sources
of others which are plentiful in grains or yeasts.17

""Based on reports in the press.
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It is diff;cult to make cost estimates for programs involving largescale chemical synthesis, alga-culture or fermentation technology, since
They should nevertheless
comparatively undeveloped.
these are all still
be considered as possible countermeasures, insofar as technology may change
prior to a hypothetical nuclear attack.
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APPENDIX G
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR 0ISUTILITY

The disutility calculation specified by the tentative definition in
Chapter V evidently depends on the choice of recovery model.
For example,
in case (i) the indicated integration gives
T
I

)

dt = T-(I-D) [eT/TIJ T

i[1-()-D)e

0

-T [D+ln(I-D)]

(I)

where T = -r ln(i-D) as noted earlier.
It is interesting to coapare
(I) with the Ad h2o derivation in the footnote of page G-'.
The major difference is sren at small values of D, where one can use tt.e power series
-D - 1/2D2

In (I-D)

. . . . . . .

''3D

-

whence
T-r[1/2D2

U()

+ 1/3D3 +. ......

]

(2)

The aA t
model starts with a linear relationship (for small D),
(2) starts with a quadratic one.

whereas

In case (ii) the integration gives
co

U()

=[Il-l + De-

J/_dt

(3)

= DT.

0

We now observe that (1,2), based on the compound interest model (i),
are indeed non-linear as regards the relation between disutility U" and
damage D, which is consistent with our intuitive understanding of the nonlinear reiationship between disutility and damage (see Fgurt G.l). On the
other hand, the relationship (3) derived from the equilqbrium growth case
(ii), is linear in D, contrary to the requirement just mentioned.
In
both cases, however, the expected linear relationship betveen U and a time
constant r is maintained.
In effect we must reject (ii)
because of the insippropriate linearity
just nottd (apart frc-v other otje:t;ons) while the previously stated arguments aqainst (i) are still unanswered.
In effect, one is forced to conclude that th, proposed analogy het.,een recovery and growth is unacceptable.
A third model is needed which contains some qualitative features of ,i1)
sut alo
explicitly takes account ef the c(Vi'art1-ntaf;zation and internal
%tru; ,irv of t
ecoriv
,ol tnou fuundamcntfa differences between repair
Ar.d grcth.
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FIGURE G.I
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we shall now consider is a special
The "network repair" ,model (iii)
case where N junctions are assumed to be ranked in value according to a
harmonic series.* We assume that the M most important junctions are deHence the fractional damage is
stroyed.

N

D

~SM/SN,

n
n=l

n=l
whe ,re

(4)

SM = 0.577 4 InM
M2

4

+

(5)

....

Optimum recovery rate
for large values of M.
the most important junctions first.

Hence Cm,

!he capital

SN12~
SN

N

CM

-0 4 S

by repairing

!s

(6)

I.

dThe har-.onic case
tributions afreo

achieved

avuil',ble after rn repairs,

SM + SrSm

SN

Is

the
i(n,k)

I

is

o,(

nf -jcl

rt mour • ,.
A

F xn-

values ut 5.
for very smal,
totically app ro.,ches the f.;.

;.swhich have been called Yule dis-

derive
(l-X)kl

them:
dX 9 A

r(n+k)

Is ri 'e•oies
f(n,k)

idrge,

the distribution asymp-

Ank,

Simon has sho%.;! ho.a ,any cmpi.-ical rank-ordered distributions which
the Yule formula car, be derived from a relatively
have been observcd to fit
to account for the otherwise remArkable
Tli.i; sees
simple stochasric model.
diversity of phenomena which fi' such distributions, e.g., Pareto's law of
productivity. 2
income distribution, Lotka's law of distribution of scientific
Yule's law of species distributio;. among genera, Ztpf's law of distribution
See also
of city sizes, 3 the frequency of word usage ;n a language, 4 etc.
Appendix F, which suggests a similar distribution for magnitude vs. frequency
of incidence for fires.
I is applicable to several of the above disThe particular choice k
The latter
tributions, notably publications, word usage and city sizes.
seems closest to the requirements of our "network" model, although the simithereOur choice of k - I is,
ir by no means logically compelling.
larity
fore, essentially arbitiary, but we prefer it to other possible arbitrary
choices on the grounds of similarity to ti.e observed rank-order of cities
Figure G.2, taken from Zipf, 5 sI'w, the population distriby population.
The straight line
bution following the 1940 census plotted on a log-scale.
shows how a theoretical harmonic series rank-ordering would look.
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FIGURE G.2
POPULATION VS. RANK
OF 100 LARGEST U.S. METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS (1940)
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The time required for each repair will vary somewhat from a max;mum
in the early stages of recovery to a normal value when repairs are complete. We shall argue that the maximum time remains finite for any level
of damage less than 100%. Even in an extreme case, where all normal net-,
work commerce and communication is disrupted leaving only self-sufficient
farming units and "cottage industries," there will still be surviving knowledge, inventories of spare parts, vehicles, parti.ally damaged equipment
which can be cannibalized, etc." Hcvever, one would certainly expect tha
time required for the mth repair to vary inversely with Cm, the capital
available at that point.
A funct

rnwhich fulfulls these requirements might be of the form:
Atm = Cm

•

(7)

The total time for all M repairs will therefore be
M-1
TM

=

M-1

i

Atm =

Cm-P

(8)

M-i

o
NoteNoteNLiiat 3
expansion:

-S

[!-W + Sm/SN]

,

P > 0

< I whence one can make a convergent power series
M-)

Z1

+ POO(D1

.Zm)
SM

rM=o

-

2

2+

(1(9)
SM

+

A

The limits (0, M-l) reflect the fact that the ability to make a repair
depends on the state of tne network (economy) before the repair was made.
In particular, the capability to make the initial repair depends on the
residual capital after the damage occirs. Evidently So = 0.

This does assume it is possible to move around fairly freely and
that -,,me rational, directed governmental activity eKiSts.
It assumes
that' pa-alysis, chaos, anarchy and/or total cemoraiization do not occur
or do not persikt indefinitelyi after ao attack,
Somo pessimists argue
ri~s uincertainty iK a major one.
that they would persikt.

........

U

.

~ ~
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Azcordirig to our standard prescription for calculating disutility U.,
we have (rerflacing the integral by a sum):
M

U

1

[1
M

m]
MI t 11

D

M

since S

~Sm

m,

lCm-t

(10)

I
P~~]'

I +
n [-D

i'r,

M.,

S

F-D

+

Sm

-A

o

Using the same power series expansion as above-.
M
U(111m+
)
~
[D ~ 1
M~lSM

Žn)
S

2(,

-1j)+.]

.!M

(1

As rn-%M the difference I- Sm/SM rapidly approaches zero arid the terms
with higher power can be neglected (to a good approximaition) compared with
the first. Thus the hinher terms only make an important contribution for
relatively small values of m (iay mn<,-VR ). for a given m, however, it is
evident that the greater th,: value of D,0% more terms in the power series
must be considered.
By using the approxima~tion Sm i-n rn's-rn
(wherern
Placing the sups by inte~ral:-, w,. fi~id, inigeneral,
M

z q-

(nM)i

~2

0.577....) and re-

13
,

r

The 1terms can probai'l'- be safely neq-'c*Led exz~er.t ior the case m
which essentia~iy adds a ternm of the form:

(12.)

I

This can ý)c verified by summ~ng O~e s~trei, for Obe special cast m
a nd
not i:iriq that
rqihcut the .1 cont,
fibut ion, the lov'er Iir*ts of the .i.'tegjrals
(over n) are of order ujnitry2ý. 1he importance. of thee additional tefrro is 0-:&t
"~The errors arising fromi replacing sums %' ite~r~al. are appar~ntly
of the order of unity. At any rate, the sum
'
car he (con t'e.
In M

WAR.
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(as it should).

without it, 0 would not go to infinity as D-l
be seen later.

This will

Substituting these expressions in (9) and (11) we obtain:

T

e

[ + PO•-C)

(

T•

C)

+

(13)

+ I-'•
+

(l-DD
+ 2,z(l-C),ThR) + 3P(p+ )(/_-C YC

) me
u( I I Y_

k)._M...3+'

+(-'D)y .

(14)

We should flke to express Ui in terms of D and T in order to compare
i/inN,
W
which is
Note that D/InM
with the results of previous models.
actually independent of dan'age level. Hence none of the terms inside the
brackets [ I vary frori one attack to ,--;.otner--they are charecteristicS of
Hence
the network (i.e. the ecoiciric system) above.
T

=

(15)

EeDlnNfl(l0) f(PN) + - C
SD~nN(I-D)(P
-D)

+e•

U(Iii)
9 +
9T

(p
D

(16)

)

As we have demanded, the disutility fanction U is extremely non-linear in D,
rapidly approaching inifinity as 0->I. but is roughly proportional to recovery time. uiven a deta'l cd model o' some network, w could evaluate f
and g numerically, but for our present p-urpose it iS sufficient to simply
evaluated exactly. 6 The exact erpression is:

t.LL.TI). ,
In M

2

1.2z..
In M'

the integral apprcrxima 'ton (between limits of I and M) yields:
In M

In M

Clearly the terms of order unity ar3 cUnparativ.l
values nf 4.

y .)eqliqible for larqe

5
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assume (for all except very small values of D where, again,
approximations break down):
U(Ali)

the summation

a 7e5D + eD/(I-D) P

(17)

This function is plotted schematically in Figure GA..
Its similarity
or dissimiiar~ty with the other models Cr~nnot be seen so easily, since the
function contains two adjustable parameters; however, it aporoaches infinity more rapidly than the logarithmic functions as D ->
1, whiclh suggests
that it would generally be below the other curves fo smaller values of D.
This model is not intended to be used in serious calculations of postattack disutility. The most we would claim for the three examples which
have been analyzed is, perhaps, that, each is slightly more sophisticated
than the last. Unfortunately, 9reater sophistication seems to be associated
with greater co•nplexity.
Nonetheless, it is likely that other improved
models can be constructed and analyzed.
Hopefully the future members of
the sequence will incorporate features more nearly characteristic of the
reai postattack recovery situation, and in due course would lead to deeper
insights '-har, our first crude attempts.
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APPEND IX

H

A PRELIMINARY AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY MODEL
To begin with, the meaning of the functional relationship exhibited in
Figure 7.1 must be made as unambiguous as possible. The curve is intended
to represent the cost of agriculture, as of 1962, assuming different hypethetical levels of demand, but no other changes in the system except those
which would occur spontaneously as a result of internal readjustments. Low
demand, for example, is not to be thought of as a concomitant of economic
depression. To avoid misleading associations, one'might imagine that the
low demand case is identical with the present world except that everyone
is on an iustere "Chinese-type" diet, while the high demand case is the
same world except that obesity becomes fashionable.*
Now suppose, further, that people's appetites were controlled independently
of the economic isstem, e.g. by the eruptions of Vesuvius.
If such an event
occurred, resulting in a change in demand for food (other things therefore
being equal) how would production costs alter in response? To clarify the
matter further, suppose that there is no Inertia in the system, i.e., the
altered pattern is not dominated by past history, by immobility of farm labor
or capital investment. On the other hand, suppose that the technology remains constant throughout such a hypothetical readjustment.
Production uf a given crop or class of crops depends upon both extensive and intensive variables which seem to divide fairly neatly into
four categories.
Exten,,ive:

land acreane under cultivation
(labor

Intensiy•:

and mechanical work
inputs (e.g.

?biotic

(abiotic

seed, pest control)

inputs (e.g. fertilizers, water,
etc.)

: X1
: X2
: X3
: X4

For convenience, suppose the variable Xk is defined as the ratio
between some absolute measure of the quantity in question (in dollars,
pounds, acres, etc.) and the 1962 value of the given quantity.
Let us
assume also that production P varies as the product:
P a fl(Xl)f

2

(X2 )f

3

(X3 )f 4 (X4 )Po,

(I)

where Pm is the ideal limiting agricultural production (measured in
dollars, Calories, bushels or whatever unit is handy), attainable on
the basis of current (1%2) technology.
By definition:
l(,) - f2(2')I

f 3 (")

f4 (") - I

(z)

:Very much as West Germans, todsy, are said to prefer fat politicians
because

they represent ,)rosperi-y and solidity!

I
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that ini.e.,
At first glance it might be supposed that fl(XI) -cXI,
creasing acreage under cultivation indefinitely would increase producThis is not trv"e in a developed area, however,
tion in proportion.
because the best land is likely to be already under cultivation and the
Not surprisingly, there
additional acres will be progressively poorer.
are relatively few highly productive acres, or relatively few acres
suited to raising very high-yield crops (such as potatoes), and many

The number in each cateacres which are marginal for various reasons.
gory depends, however, on the prevailing level of agricultural investment:

generally speaking, one can upgrade farmland by judicious expenditure of
money on rotation, manuring, cover crops, fertilizers, irrigation, windbreaks, cross-breeding, etc. Thus if the rate of investment is high there
Note that animal
will be more acres in the highly productive categories.
and vegetable Calorie5 can usefully be distinguished to some extent since
some poor quality land will support a certain number of grazing animals
such as sheep, goats or cattle, but cannot economically be cultivated at
Production as a function of acreage
anylikely prevailing price level.
will evidently increase as more land is cultivated, but at a decreasing
rate until it approaches a finite asymptotic limit:
lim
xI

f 3 (XI)

= I

Each of the other functions behaves in a qualitatively similar way
as the argument becomes large. Thus in underpopulated areas output is
per unit area very nearly proportional to the amount of labor or work
done by machines. As more labor (or machinery) is available production
per acre goes up, but with decreasing rapidity. Eventually a labor-intensive plateau is reached where further work done will not increase proSimilarly, continued cultivation and harvesting of
ducti'3n appreciably.
crops tend to reduce soil fertility. To some extent this problem can be
overcome by siiply aoing work, e.g. on tilling, aerating, crop rotation,
etc., but chemical fertilizers must also be supplied to replace elements
which are in short supply--particularly potassium, nitrogen and phosphorus.
Should these not be replaced somehow, productivity would drop to a lower
On the other hand, if all necessary minerals (and water) are preslevel.
ent, there will still be a finite limit on ultimate productivity per acre.
Another sort of asset is the specialized ecological equilibrium
which is maintained with the help of such inputs as insecticides, fungiIf these were removed production would drop
cides and commercial seed.
In the other direction, it appears there
to a lower equilibrium level.
(The limits on what can be done by means of
is again an upper limit.
clever cross-breeding and eventually biological engineering are hard to
foresee, and are at any rate fairly far away, but we are here only concerned with current practice and extensions thereof.)
The functional forms of fl, f 2 , f3 , f 4 are still largely arbitrary,
except insofar as one can prescribe their asvmototic form on the basis of
In the absence of either detailed
fairly general considerations is above.
data or a more fundamental model, we can choose functions with the correct
asymptotic form and having at le.-st one free pararreter to adjust. A more
sophistLicaLed ,,oel might introduce more general functions with a larger
For the present it seems sufficient to take
number of free parameters.
the following:
- - - -- - -- ----
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I - exp(-aX1 )

(3)

f 2 (X2 ) = I - exp; bX 2 )

(4)

f 3 (X3 ) = I - C exp(-cX3)

(5)

f 4 (X4 ) = I - D exp(-dX4 )

(6)

fl(Xi)

The problem is to determine the parameters a, b, c, C, d, D. Most of
them are highly uncertain and are not really constants, e.g. a = a(X 2 , X3 , X4),
but we take tiem to be constants as a first approximation; it Is to be expected
that the uncertainties in the final result will probably reflect some cancellation of errors, rather than strictly additive accumulation.
To choose [a] we assume that If all available* land In the CONUS were put
under cultivation (other factors being unchanged), production would increase
1)
by 50% over present levels (X!

1.50

fl()
fl(1)

(7)

I-exp(-a)

To fix [b] we make a similar assumption, namely that if "infinite"
labor were available, other things being equal, prcduction might rise by
50%,* whence

f2
f 2 0)

1.50

)

(8)

l-exp(-b)

It has been estimated by S.R.I. that doubling the human labor force would
increase productivity by 10/%(see Figure H.1I ). However, much farm work today 'is actually done by machines, so that doubling total effective labor
(i.e. work done) would presumably be equivalent to a much greater increase
in human labor.
The next two parameters, c and C,may be determined by making two
assumptions, namely that doubling the current rate of use of fertilizers
would increase production 12%, whereas cutting it to zero would result
in a 25% drop (see Figure H.3). Thus:
*"Available land" would include some that is currently cultivated for
non-food crops, particularly tobacco and cotton, in addition to suitable
land which is fallow or belongs to municipalities, parks, reservations,
military installations or residential estates. Incidentally, the estimate
of 50% is the author's own; others would disagree--perhbps by substantial
factors.
":This is a difficult estimate to make, since it involves "averaging"
In some cases, e.g., grain, one suspects that
over many different crops.
infinite labor inputs would not make this much difference; in other cases,
e.g., vegetables and orchard crops, it might matter more.
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3-

1.12
i-C exp(-c)

f 3 (I)

f3 (0)

(9)

-c

=

f 3 (l)

.75

(10)

I-C exp(-c)

Finally, the parameters D,d are fixed by the assumption that withdrawal
of all commercial seed an'4 pesticides would decrease over-all production by
30/o (see Figure H.2)whereas in the other direction the potential increase
might be 20%. The latter estimate is partly based on statistics, given in
2
Table H-1.
4-D.70

f4M()

(I)

I-D exp(-d)
l-D exp(-d)

f 4 (i)

(12)

~=i.35

Solving the equations (7-12) ooc obtains:
a = 1.10
b= 1.10
c = 0.735
C = 0.39
d = 0.62
D =0.48

(13)

The functions f 1 '. . . . f 4 are now fixed. It remains to indicate how a
change in demand (assumed equal to product;on) will be felt in terms
of changes of the various inputs.
One final a b
assumption i- required to completely determine
the n.del: namely, that changes in each of the four variables XI .. X4
occur in the saie .-aiios, an-j thil these ratios can be expressed equivalently in terms of j convenient economic index (e.g. fraction of GNP):
AX
1I

AX2

Xl

X2

Fox

' 4X, AX
x3

X4

:rip.(-a
4=• "4
t4

X

13

InX

b÷.CXlexP(-cXl)
f2
•nX

(14)

fl
(15)
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TABLE H-i
PROD; -ION

LOSSES OF CROPS (1942-51)

Insects (as pests)
cotton

Disease

Total

17.5%

32.5/.

11.5%4

11.5

21,35

22.9T/

15% (bellweevil 10.1%)

F

dry beans

earworm 12/
E.

corn

3.3'

oats

0.6% (greenbug)

borer

19IS48/8,

rice
rstem sawfly 0.21%
2.0% IHessian fly 0.90%
lGreenbug
0.9/,J

wheat

soybeans

(chinch bug)

peanut';
sugar beets
soybeans

5.9%

5.-9%

6.6%

8.6%

8.3%

8.3ch

19.07/

19.00Z

16.9'

16.9/

12.57.

alfalfa (hay)

(.3% aphid &
•pea
-ipittlebug)

36.0%

45.3%

2/7% bacterial
/6% viruses

2
alfalfa (seed)

nematodes

35.0% (lyqus)

9.0%

"I virus
14.T/, Flor'da
5. a/. California

citrus fruits
g rape s
apples

14.0,

snap beans

9,- /,

cabba ge

pe-A,

(M!x.

bean beetle)

3. U,
l. 0w
6. (N,
22.0/
8.0 -

let tuce
pot atoe s

(codling moth
I'll.)
(m-aggot 31)

ema

12.0/
_5.6/

__0.

44.0/

1
7.07 Florida
8. U
4,0%(
20I.0/
31.

X,

8.0q,
12. a/
3 S_.

2, 4/

2,.•v
3, 0)-:

2 . ,

California
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If we restrict attcntion to changes from the 1962 equilibriur- corsiderable
simplification in the bracketed term is possible since
X, (1962)
Hence

lHne

---

= X4 (1962) = 1.

a-

be-b

+ cCe-C

+ dDed

(6
06)

InX

+

,A InP

Substituting all the values previously calculated, and !dentifying the term in
square brackets .. j as Ko, one obtains:
K = 1.49
Integrating (16)

3/2

(17)

i-e find
InP = Ko(lnX + InKi)

or

w

orP

=(Kifo

(18)

,,

_(KIT/2

(19)

where K is evidently interpretable as ;962 (equilibrium) production, and
X is a suitable econcoric inc(ex which we are free to interpret as % of
GNP.
The slope 3/2 of the curve iii Figuie 7, I is derived from equation (19).
The foregoing "calculation" is not satisfying, either as an exercise
in mdthematical model building, or as a "quick and dirt-" approximation to
generate useful numbers. Although one relevant number has been produced,
the reader may be forgiven for wondering whether its importance justifies
the sloppiness of the procedure by which ;t was obtained. As in someother instarces in this report, our primary justification for making the
attempt is tnah
;t ;:iight conceivably stimulate a more serious t-eatmcnt
of the same problem by another investigator.
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APPENDIX J
NUTRITIONAL FACTORS IN A POSTATTACK ENVIRONMENT

One of the penalties of being an advanced product of evolution is
that man--as well as other higher animals--has lost the ability to synthesize from his basic components some of the chemicals which constitute his protoplasm and supply energy for metabolism.
In the past fifty
years, considerable research has been devoted to isolating both the basic
raw materials necessary in the human metabolism and those more complex
substances which must be supplied essentially in a prefabricated form.
These are classed as energy sources,, proteins (anine acids), vitamins,
essential fatty acids (lipids), and minerals.
In a postattack environment the availability of each element of nutrition would probably be
affected in a different way.

S~1.

*'

Calories*•
It cannot be stated categorically that food energy wou!d be plentiful in a postattack environment, but Caloris shortages, if they lid occur,
would probably be accompanied by much more severe shortages or imbalances
of other nutritional elements.
On the average, carbohydrates provide
Q.! Calories/gram; fats, 9.5; and proteins, 5.7.
Daily requirements range
"from 2000 to 5000, depending on age, weight and activity. Energy content
or Caloric value of standard foods is well known, frequently tabulated,
and readily available.
For this reason, it tends to be somewhat overemphasized in many popular discussions of nutrition.
Indeed, there may be
some justification for this when the problem being considered is to supply a diet meeting certain elementary requirements under special conditions for some limited period of tine, as in a faliout shelter environment.
S2.

.rins
(AMino Acids)

Proteins are found in every living organisnm, in every part of the
body, and are, in fact, the Aia. UUA a
of life. A)I prrteins which
are ingested must be broken up by the digestive >ystem Into component
amino acids from which specific needed body proteins are constructed.
All of the common proteins found in plant and animal foodstuffs are
constructee fror approximately 2. h-asic amino acids. Many of the 25
amino
acids
canof bethese
synthesized
ir the human
body (listed
in Table
although
some
need additianal
supplements
from the
ditt, J-I);
The
eight "essential" amino acids which must be suppfled from the diat are
given in.Table J-2.
Ratios of these essential w,!no acids vary frcm
food to food, but-, in vegetable sources three amirsO acids, tryp-ophan,

""to avoid confusion we follow the stondard crnvention and define
I Calore u 1000 calories, where the (uncapitaiized) c3!orie is the
amiount of heat requi.red to raise the temperwt~re of , gram of water
I degree Centigrade.

S....i
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J-2
Tab)e J-1
Amino Acids Made by the Body
Glycine
Glutamic acid
Alanine
Prol ine
Hydroxyprol ine
Aspartic acid
Serine

Tyros i ne
Cystine
Cysteine 0
Hydroxyglutamic acid
Nor! euc i ne
Di-iodo-tyros ine
Histidineb
Arginineb
Table .J-2
Essential Amino Acids
Daily Requirements

Value proposed tentatively
as minimum
....
qrams per Jay

Amino Acid
Tryptophanc
Phenyialanine
Lysine
Threonine
Val ine
Meth ion inea
Leucine
Isoleucine

Valv:e which is
definitely a safe
intake grams
r

0.25

0.50

1.10
!.80
0.50
o.8o
lA1O
1.10
0.70

2,20
I .6G,
1.00
i.60
2.20
2.20
1 .L40

aCystine and cys'c.i are closely related chcmirally.
Cysteine is
very unstable and is taIlv oxidize. to cystine.
Both, along with methionine, are sulfur-Lon aining aj•,ino acids. Prosence of suitable amounts of
cystine found to reduce by 80-89/ the i•,iount of r dthi:)nine required.
bHistidinu and or..: ý)ioe ar.:> es.-.iv

ial

CTryptophan can be convtrtod to niaci.K

for children.2

with the help of 'tie co-enzyme

pyridoxine (B6).
dOn diet deioid of t.yror!ine,
Presence of si(Wble amounts of tyrosine
,nay reduce the phenylalan;,le requ.re-sent by 70"757.
The so-called e_.sential a'nuio acids wvcre distinguished experimentally

Note:

from the ines5entifLfl ones b', -"ro'
q
..
;ilonce'" only. Ant nessential amino
acid is defined as orl. which, When ahsint fr.,r the subjectls diet- induces
no change in th" srtItv of tho -•ilrx•.•r) balance,
The tnere fact that there
is no ch.ange in the nitror',) hliance after an exprimentally inidced amino

acid deficiency does not ne.cessarily '7•ean that the deficient a'ino acid 4#s
not-n an
sstnI
i,
s•' sense
.

•

• l#lira
,ira

mm~lmm
mm

ilm
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In the, most plausible postlysine and meth;onine are consistently rare.
attack source of supplernenta: dietary protein--brewers' yeast--lysine and
tryptophan are supplied adequately but methionine (and cystine) are not.
Methionine is the canmon dencwlirator for both of these cases and might be
a critical factor in postattack diets. Tables of amino acid contents of
common foods are sopplied in all texts on nutrition and will not be reproduced here.

3. Vitamink
Vitamins are, loosely speaking, chemical substances required by the
body in small quantities for normal functioning, which are not otherwise
New candidates for
classified (,?.g., as amino acids or fatty acids).
vitamins are at least tentative!y proposed in the technical literature
Urtil such time as thie human body chemistry is much
every few months.
more thoroughly understood than it is at present, it will not be safe
to replace natural foods for any substartial period of time (say, six
months or longer) by artiiicial substitutes* for the simple reason that
the synthetic versions contain only those elements which are known and,
of course, leave out vitamins and chemical substances of importance
For a
whose roie in the metabolic process are not as yet understood.
list of the recommended daily vitamin requiremeuts, see Table J-3.
a.

B-Canolex Vitamins

To a certain extent the B-complex ' itamins can be synthesized by
intestinal bacteria, However, these symbiotic bacteria require paraaminobenzoic acid (PABA) and, possibly, lactose and poly-unsaturated
fat for their own needs. They are susceptible to sulfa drugs as well
Secondary
z- the antibiotics, streptomycin, aureomycin and penicillin.
resuiL2 of a therm-inuclear war, such as widespread radiation, lowered
d'sease reb:-tance, and a breakdown of sanitation and public health
controls, might :-Ad to epidemics of enteric diseases ranging from
flu" to bacillic dysentery and typhoid
vague diarrheas and "..•tral
. treatments,** often interrupt the usefever. These disea:,es, or
ful activities of intestinal becter,." leading eventually to B-vitamin
The consequences
deficiencies, smie of which would go urreL:z'nized.
for populatfo,.s weakened by radiation and under severe environmental
be very serious.
stress ,
*Although this has be,- done successfully for rats in a laboratory
abLout rat nutrition than
W)wever, (i) much moreZ is kno,
H
human nutrition, since rats crt ,uch easc;r to experiment on; (i0) rat
no~trition and human nutrition are emphatically not the same (for example.
rats do not require vitamin C;, and (ili) the artificial diets are only
k,.wn to be ade.ioatc for an animal in a cage leading an "easy" life.
(This is an importanZ remark.)

environment.

• "ufonamides aire chem ically simnilar to PABA and ar•, taken up by
Hence the value of sulfa drugs against
bacteria in preferoricc to it.
bac;lL,•ry dysentery,
-

-
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Table J-3
Recommended Average DailY Adult Vitamin Reauirement
A

5000 USP Units or 1.5 mg.

D

400 USP units in pregnancy, childhood and
adolescence.

E

14-19 mg.; deficiency is not likely in a
"normal" diet due to widespread distribution
of vitamin E in foods.

C

75 mg.--optima! adult requirement.

B Complex:
81 (thiamin)
82 (riboflavin)

0.5 log. ptr 1000 Calories.
1.8 Ing.

Niacin

20 mg. or 25 ri4.

B6 (pyridoxine)
Pantothenic acid

1.2 rag.a
Unkncin, but probably less than 5 rmg. (A
deficiency disease has not been identified

'f taking sulfa drugs.

for Min.)

Folic Acid
B12
Choline
Inositol

Unknown, but probab!y less than
Unkno'~n, but probably iess than
Less Lhln 500 mg. (Diet usually
250-600 mg.)
Les: than I g. "safe"
'
level of

diotin

Unkncv,!n.

0.2 mg.
I microgram
furni hes
intake.

Para-aminoberzo c
LJkncxn.

acid (PABA'

K

Adult requimrner t not established.

dailý durirg I,_
P (bioflavinolids)
aI -,animl

I mg.

month of pregnancy.

Not establihed.

the B6

,'.uiremert ;,

lncreaýed by methionine and by
sucrose in the diet, it is app.irently reduce4' by choline, essentiai fatty
acids, bio'in and p-:ntothenic acid.
bThis amount will induce reiission of experimentally induced
pernicious anemia.
vegetarian diets.
situations.

•1i ý.I
,.,

7~..

.

.

.

.

.

B12 deficiency has been observed in long-standing
This I-,a sot:.e iJevance to po•,>ibie post-attack

A "normal"

.

,=

•

diet

,

....

i, et

Imted to contain 8-15 micrograms.

..
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In addition to the B-complex vitamins listed in Table J-3, there are
several other possibilities being :eported on in the literature, for example, lipoic or thioctic acid, vitamins BI , BI,4 and pangamic acid (B15).
There are also possibly other B-vitautins called variously antifatigue,
antitoxic or antistress vitamins which appear to be unnecessary under normal conuitions or needed only in very small amounts such as might be produced by bacteria in the intestines. However, under conditions of stress
such as produced by drugs, or chemicals, or infections, pain, noise, fatigue, or other factors (inclurling radiation sickness) these vitamins,
which seem to be present mainly in animal liver, might be extremely imporFed
tant. Davis 4 cites laboratory animals made to swim in ice water.
normal diets, they lived oniy three to ten minutes; but when given extra
liver they survived immers~ons as long as two hours under the same conditions.

b.Vitin A
Vitamin A is found in ali green vcgetables as well as many root crops
which may be safer to eat, and can be stored better than leafy vegetables.
Fish oils and seed oils are the major commercial source, and, given a reasonable degree of social organization, tishing as an industry should continue. Many commercial fish carneries are in relatively unpopulated areas,
e.g., Alaska, Oregon, Maine, Samoa, Nova Scotia, etc. Critical situations
are most likely to arise, if at all, as a result of transportation or disThe fact that Vitamin A
tribution breakdowns rather than basic shortages.
is easily stored in the body (mainly in fatty tissues) tends to make shortterm problems unl ikely.
c.

Vitamin D

In a postattack situation where large numbers of people may be confined indoors for long periods in order to ,ninimize contact with radioactive contamination, a vitamin D shortage is a real possibility. Commercial vitamin D cannot be synthesized artificially and is obtained
fro;' yeast or 'From fish liver oils,* althoug' any animal liver is a good
Vitamin A
source and any animal fat is liLely to contain at least some.
and vitamin D are almost always sold together commercially, so the above
conyvients in regard to vitaiin A apply largely to vitamin D also.
Exposure to ultraviolet light enables the normal aduit body to pro-duce its own vitamin D supplies. Hence sun lamps (or ultraviolet lamps)
are the only real requirement for all except young children.

d.

iai

iE

Among other functions (mostly not well understood), vitamin E is an
antioxidant which, in the body, protects vitamin A and other unsaturated
The liver of an animal defatty acids against oxxidative destruction.
prived of vitjnin E tends to býý rapidly depleted of its vitamin A content.
*Eby irradiating the (omponte-nt stcrols with ultraviolet light.

SI,

-
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The vitamin (along with B6) also plays a role in the metabolism of fatty
The antioxiacids, with which it is frequently associated in the diet.
dant property of vitamin E may protect red blood cells from hydrogen peroxide, which is produced in the blood from water molecules by ionizing
However, despite this useful property, vitamin E appears to
radiation.
have no effect in mitigating the effects of radiation, at least when the
O, the other hand, it seems possible
vitamin is supplied in excess doses.
that a deficiency of vitamin E would degrade the body's resistance to radiation.
e.

Vitamin C. P

Apart from its well-known antiscorbutic activity and other functions,
vitamin C seems to be particularly important in the production of phagoSince the.- principal result of radiation sickness is
cytes and antibodies.
ability to fight infections by producing antibody's
of
the
degradation
of critical importance in a postattack environbe
C
would
bodies, vitamin
Vitamin C is also a rather generalized antistress factor, enabling
ment.
the body to adjust to temperature extremes and other environmental influMassive doses (up to 1000 mg.) are sometimes recommended, although
ences.
the scientific basis for this iS thin, since the kidneys rapidly eliminate
The bioflavinoids (vitamin P),
excess vitamin C from the blood stream.
found especially in citrus fruits, rtay play a role in ascorbic acid metabolism and, possibly, in promoting tissue regeneration (e.g., following burns).

f.

Vitamin K

This vitamin is essential it;the production of prothrombln, which,
in turn, is required for the formation of fibrin, one of the constituents
In humans, vitamin K is normally supplied by intestinal
of blood clots.
bacteria, with the exception of newbc.n infants, whose intestines are
The principal cause of deficiency in adults is likely to be
sterile.
prolonged treatment by antibiotics or possibly some other severe disturbance in the intestinal tract.

4.

Essential

Fatty Acids

Only three of the many fatiy acids are termed "essential" because
These are linoleic acid,
the body requires but does not synthesize them.
Linoleic acid
linolenic acid and, to a certain extent, arachidonic acid.
is the most important for dietary purposes, although to some extent it can
Linoleic acid is found in nuts, seeds,
be substituted for by linolenic acid.
kernels of cereal grains and animal fats, especially liver and other glands.
Soybean oil, cottonseed oil, and corn oil contain up to 50% Iinoleic acid
Since the most plaus(the "poly-unsaturates" of modern dietary literature).
ible postattack diet would depend heavily on whole cereal grains (rather than
refined flour, etc.), the ratio of unsaturated to saturated fatty acids in
In this respect, at
the diet would probably be higher than at present.
least, the population would probably be healthier than it is n ,.
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MineraIs

As a general rule, minerals are taken aip by plants in sufficient
quantities to supply human needs, providing the plants are grown in soil
containing the requisite minerals in the first place. Calcium and phosphorus, generally used together by the body, are primarily derived from
milk and dairy products--about 73% presently in the United States. Calcium is important because the most dangerous long-lived component of fallout, Sr-90, is taken up by the body as a calcium surrogate.
If calcium
is in short supply, more radio-strontium will be absorbed by the tissues
and incorporated into bones and teeth. Hence an adequate supply is important while the normal sources are unavailable (e.g., due to contaminated forage).
If mineral supplements are supplied, they should contain
calcium and phosphorus (e.g., manufactured from bone meal) as well as
iron and iodine. Other po:sibilities are to use iodized salt and reprocess limestone into a soluble calcium powder.
See Table J-4 below
for daily mineral requirements.

Table J-4 5
Approximate %
of Adult
Human Body

Element

Calciuma
2.2
Phcsphorusb
Potassium
0.35
Sulfur
0.25
Chlorine
0.15
Sodium
0.15
Magnesium
0.05
Iron
0.004
Manganese
0.0003
Copper
0.00015
Iodine
0.00004
Cobalt
c
Zinc
c
Molybdenum
c
Others of more doubtful status

it inimum
Daily
Requirement
.55
.3
1.5
.8
.8
.2
.15

gm/day
o.2

Recommended
Daily
Intake
1.0 gm/day

.6

d
12 mg/dayd

.014 mg/day

aEstimates vary widely.
bPercentage varies tiith that of calcium.

-1mg/dayd
excess stored

Ca/P ratio is normally

just under 2.
CQuantitative data seem insufficient for numerical expression
here.
dHigher during pregndncy and lactation.

N.
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6.

Remarks

In speaking of dietary requirements, it should be understood that we
are not necessarily referring to the absolute minimum requirements for
There is practically no evidence which would allow
physical survival.
It is true that human beings may survive
one to define such a minimum.
(e.g., in a postattack environment) on diets which are extremely deficient. Many of the symptoms of vitamin or amino-acid deficiency such as
pellagra, rickets, kwashiorkor, scurvy, beri-beri, and pernicious anemia
In general, the results of shortages are,
are not in themselves fatal.
at first, a general weakening of the organism (especially its ability to
As the deficiency continues,
withstand environmental stress and disease).
a chair, of events is initiated which ends in death If the supply is not
To reverse the process is not a simple matter. A-ter a prorenewed.
longed deficiency it is not possible to build up the supply in the blood
Generally it
stream and the cells to its optimum point-in a short time.
be
restored.
to
equilibrium
the
proper
for
years
takes months or
The most likely deficiencies in a postattack environment would be
the essential amino acids and the water-soluble vitamins (especially
those normally obtained from foods of animal origin, such as meat, milk
daily.and eggs), because these two food elements must be restored almost
The water-soluble vitamins (B-complex and C) are not only not retainea in
the human body to any extent, but they are easily destroyed in stored
foods by heat, light or various enzymes.
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*It should be made clear that supplies of these substances are present at all times in the body, and are not all used up in a single day. Ti
requirements listed are essentially the quantizes which would be requir(
by the metabolism in a day without depleting the active supply or "rotat
In the case of vitamin C, for example, it has been found exinventory."
that
three or four months would h3ve to pass before the bod-,
perimentally
supply of vitamin C was reduced to zero, assuming no special need for the
vitamin arose during the interim.

